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Ralpk Gmtafiotz is orre of those rare poets
wkose every book gets better.
He tumed 80 tkis year, and two recent collections
contah tke best poems he has written
IN THE opening scene of Donald winId& new N.F.B. 6lm, IWater Pm@c
ciw The Poetiy of Ralph Gustafson.
Gustafson cites with a puzzled air the r+
mark of a friend about needing no more
money. You always need more money,
he says at first. And then, thmldng about
it, he is forced to agree. Lou can eat,
travel. have music, a 6replace and poetry,” he states: ‘there’s nothing much left
that you need or want even.” The titles
follow. to the accompaniment of
Chopin’s sombre and simple B-Prelude.
played by Gust&son himself.
Gustafson turned 80 on August 16 this
)var. Over the last few years his poetry
has been undergoing a process of sbnpli6cation and refinement, as his remark io
the film might lead one to expect His
v,* Eetty mentions a serious illness in
1985 that led him to concentrate on
those few thw that to Gust&on represent life lived in its essentials: poetry,
music, and the mutuality and dome+L”,“ented by that fireplace to wluch

This process of development, of refinemenf in Gustafson’s poetry has been
going on over the more than 50 years
that have passed since his first book,
Tlze &Ides Chalice, was published in
1935. One has to agree with the poet’s
own description of his early work as imitative and derivative, and certabdy there
are other reasons for the long gap beween Flight into DlrrRnes (1944) and
Gustafson’s first books published in
Canada, Rocky Moouataiu Poems (1960)
and Rivers oaong Rock (1960). He was,
for example. working seriously as a
short story writer and supporting himself in New York as a freelancer. But one
suspects too that in those years of poetic
silence he was undergoing a reconsideration of the kind of poehy he wanted to
wite. He also married then (1958). and
following his return to Canada in 1963 to
teach at Bishop’s University @ii alma
mater) the tlow of new collections has
been steady.
Steady, but not without changes, for
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Gustafson is one of those rare poets
whose every book gets better; and recent collections like Directives of Awturn (1984) and Winter Prophecies
(1987) contain some of the best poems
he has written. Not surprisingly, they
are darker, more conscious of death, for
as he says in %e Question of Priority
for the Moment,”
I Ed” doubb5d keovm and ambiguous
T;ommtle actoants witk. erpuirils qre~Abavt fha end of Us unimw, decisions

Whefhsr tke stm ore g&g oaywhers
And who core& . .
But the “joyhd encmstration” as he once
named it in a letter to W. W. E. Ross, tbe
complicated tropes and self-conscious
technicsl tlourishes have all gone, to be
replaced by a moving and frequently
flawless language of the kind found in
the poem “Winter Prophecies,” which
;;in;h?uite rightly chose for the title
Beyond all ruisdom is fkr lon$y ksart.
B;fp;;{m It cc& up unmfer

his honour; in April, the composer Andrew MacDonald’s new work for string
orchestra and chorus. based on
Gustafson texts, was first performed,
also at Bishop’s, Tbe same month,
Gustion was honoored among a smaU
gmup of writers at a QSPELL cxtravagsnza held at the Faculty Club of M&ii
University. So tbe poet who once supported himself by writing liner notes for
classical music recordings and crossword puz.zles ~%or the Spectator has certainly come a long way. All tbe same, his
Collected Pam of 1987 - hvo volumes
in cloth - received very few reviews.
Robert Kmetsch’s call in his essay on
the Canadian long poem for a reconsideration of Gustafson’s work has still to
be taken up.
Gustafson has lived in London and
New York, and has travelled throughout
much of the world. Most summ&x the
lure of the Old World finds hbu retuming to the south of France. to Venice,
and to Bayreuth for the annual homage
to Wagner. His wide travels are frequently the subject of poems that focus
on aspects of European civilization
through a perceptive pair of Canadian
eyes. And he has done the reverse as
well. tskiog Canadian poetry to Englishspeaking readers all over the world
thmugh hii editing of the Penguin Book
of Canadian Vme, an anthology tiat in
its earliest form 6re.t appeared in 1942. It
has never been out of plint since its 8re.t
major revision in 1958.
But finally it is that tweby-four refuge
of hi own space, as he has called it, his
__
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lk&wmd is piled, the chimney
...

And tka Lows ore counted Bd leooe
Belir/ofhaastoaticdstiU.
Tim is n korsk cm.wUanL I awn
You. Without that love lhers is ito hour.
WtkIooemv wi~twprophocirr.
Notwithstanding Gustafson’s long ca
reer - he wrote his Erst poem at seven
CNot precocious - Mozart was writing
symphonies at that age,” as he says in
the film) - his place in Canadian litemture is a curious one. Frank Dave+ savage dismissal of his work in From lkere
to Hare has never properly been answered nor have the critics treated his
work &th the sort of serious attention
deserved by a major poet. But perhaps
the tide has begun to tom. The N.F.B.
Elm had its premike last March 10 at
Bishop’s University during an evening in
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backyard in the Eastern Townships of
Quebec, whllh is the central hdluence
on hts writing. ‘lhe hills and lakes, the
sky and flowers around North Hatley
form .together the sensuous ground of
his poetry, the stimulus for his deepest
poetic meditations. Sometimes his
poems fly into darkness, as the title of
that early book had it, but as often into

the light of a deep passion and a world
acutely obsarved. “Poetry is a very wondenid pleasure,” he says at the end of
the N.F.B. film. and that deceptively shnpie statement says a great deal about
Gusts&on’s Me as a poet. May he contlnue through many books to come to feel
and to make us feel the deep pleasure
- BltUCEWIi~
that is poetry.
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‘Is it possible to be English in Qtrebec?
two pieces was an error-filled discussion
of the Meech Lake accord the put the
lake in Ontario) and Quebec’s reaction
to the strlklng down of Bill 101 (Lewis
called the sO.ooOstrong peaceful demonstration ln support of the voided leglslation a “riot”). Eleven days later, the
Times printed a correction of the facts.
But the article that cast the Liberti issue
front and centre was the second one by
Lewis. featruing the magazine under the
head “Quebec’s English Speakers
Protesting Minority Status.” Suddenly,
because the New York Times decided to
pay attention to the issue, Lib&& a magazine read usually only by the academically and literarily inclined, became an
object of curiosity on both sides of the
border.
What attracted the most attention was
a polemic by W&old Rybcaynskl. ao architect and author who teaches at M&ii
University. In his contribution, he de&red that “Montresl is in danger of becomiog a linguistic Beirut” A week later,
Montreal’s dally Lo Rr~r responded to
that insult to the victims of the war in
Lebanon, under the headline: ” ‘Quebec
Is No Linguistic Beirut,’ Replies Quebet’s New York Delegation to the
7Imer.” With a title llka that, every other
newspaper and TV station in Quebec, as
well as Toronto’s Globe dhfail through
its Montreal correspondents, suddenly
rushed out to buy a copy of Lib.&. ‘the
little mag never had it so good.
Just exactly what was in the issue, and
how were the contrtbutors selected? EnTHERE WOULD not have been any, it3 glish Quebec is no monolith: it has no
safe to say, had the New York 7Ymr.r not other common denomhator thsn its use
run two short pieces on July 4th on of English, which is not much of a de
pages four and five about what a re- nominator at all. Which of the factions of
porter named Paul Lewis thought was Anglo Quebec were to be represented?
happening in Quebec after Premier Overseeing that task, along uitb Hebert
Bourassa used the notwithstanding and Bivard, was Sheila Fischman, who
clause and bmught down Bill 178 on the has translated many Quebecois writers
language-of-signs issue. One of Lewis’s ’ into English. She did not choose all the

THERB WA!3 a joke going around Montreal a while back that rsn like this: On the
day the atom bomb is dropped on Canada, the Gotstts’s headline will read,
“More Angles Flee Quebec.” Bo when
thll dally paper, a bastion of Bngllsh hypersensitivity in la b& province, devotes two full pages to an issue of
Ubmtd, a Fhmhlsnguage social and litersry periodical whose crIticlsm of Ganadlln confederation has oRen been femcloust you know that something unusual
is gomg on in the pmvlnce of Quebec.
Strange bedfellows, indeed.
NineQ pages of Libsttd’s 172-page
June ‘issue were turned over to 16 Bnglish-speaklng intellectuals, as Libsrt4
calls them, which tells you more about
the magaslne’s pmjected audience than
about the contributors. ‘lbe issue’s title
is a not altogether successful pun lnvolving the words “strsngers” and &ueglb
(which means ‘strangled”l: .%mgara in
Fhm~tSf?ungf~ oa Qndbrc. “Is it poa
slble to be English in Quebec?” the introduction asks, tongue in cheek. The
editors go on to speculate, “Are the English our blind spot7 Have we ever tndy
seen them, our next-door nelghbours?”
In a spirit of good will, the editors
tFmncols Hebert and Yvon Rlvsrd) add,
We wanted to build bridges of frlendship from both sides, and make a space
for reflection and even argumenk we
wanted to complicate tbll a little. . .”
With such laudable intentions, how
could there possibly be any controversy?

I
i

contributors, bit by her own accounf
she wanted to cut a swath right down the
political middle, avoiding the Anglorights organization Alliance Quebec on
the “righr” and on the “left” those English writers who have identified themselves too strongly witb French Quebec.
Set the image projected by these 15 writers (and one photographer) is not OM of
modelation; above all. it is one of frushation. The novelist Trevor Ferguson is
among those who complain about the Bndish community’s lack of visibility in
Quebec and tbe rest of Canada Merrily
Weisbord insists on her Quebec mote;
her people are buried in Quebec soil. she.
tells us. and her maternal grandfather
was the chief rabbi of Quebec City. Mr.
Rybczynski speaks of fleeing southward
to escape “narrowness of spirit.” Henry
Beissel. head of the English department
of Concordia University, rambles on for
nine pages, giviw such opinions as, “Authoritarianism is a dominant element io
tbe Qti~cois psyche,” and “French will.
never conquer the world, because its

grammatical structures am the haen re

fledion of the rationalist era and of neoclassicism.” Thank goodness for Carlos
Ferrand, a Peruvian&orn 5bmnaker. the
only one to stick his tongue out at the
traditional French-English dichotomy
and give both gmups the raspbeny.
In sum, the Lib&d contributors reflect
the same old image of English Quebec
quarrelsome, closed, defensive, uninquisitive. French-speating Qvdbdmk will
find little to stimulate their curiosity in
this issue. A shame. since the editorial
board missed an opportunity to break
new ground. Ironically, if it had not
dipped into the same old clich& Qn Quebee. anyway) of English oppression, the
august and mighty Nelo York Times
would never have noticed it. But the mle
of a little magazine like Lib&d, especially one with the important record it has
had sipce the Quiet Revolution, is to
hushate expectations and challenge its
readers. wherever tbw are - not to deliver s&one’s party line.
-DAVID HOMEL

Barry Callagharr’s experience seems to
prove the existence of an international tribe
ofpoets bonded by their art
BARIlk’ CALUGHAN - poet, professor,
short story writer, translator, publisher,
novelist - spent the spring of 1989 in
haly as writer-in-residence for tbe Cana-

of Rome and Bologna. On a recent visit
to his Toronto home, I asked him about
tbe overseas Cat&it scene, as Callaghan,
a man of rumpled mien and growly
voice, genially fought off tbe attentions
of Jive, his goIdeu retriever.
How to explain the interest in Canadian literature in Bologna, of all places. at
some 900 years old the most venerable
institution in the West? IAs with everythiing else, these things get started simply because some wacko - I use the
term affectionately - gets interested.
The man responsible is Al&do Riazardi,
a distinguished professor who has been
interested in Canadian literature for
about a decade. OriginaUy the focus was
on Irving Layton because Riaaardi was
devoted to Layton. There is a small Irving Layton industry over there, which
comes about partly through Rbzardi but
also because Layton has extended his
goodwill to them. That’s very important
But the whole thii has become bigger
than that. Io Rome, Augustine Lombard0
- another very distinguished professor
- set up tbe huge American studies pro-

An exciting, new docu-novel
of historical detection and real.
politik drama that explodes in
Canada’s High Arctic islands.
‘I&we is Richard Rohmer at
his best -- aksctibing some
firruristic high jinks in
Canada’s m& which, like
mwst of his novekk, ring ali
too tnre.” Peter C. Newtnar

Bublica@m: Octciber 12.
National tour: October 16-20,
including Victoria, Vsncouver,
Edmonton, Calgary,Wiipeg,
Toronto, plus London, Ottawa,
!!foIltreal, Ha&x.
$24.95 cloth

gram there, and has now begun to seti-

ously set up the Canadian studies progrant. It’s still small. but Lombard0 ls a
slowmovhtg dynamo.”
Slowmoving or swivift. the same ten”
could apply to CaUaghan. who. in addition to his time in Italy, has assumed a”
independent role as literary ambassador
to Yugoslavia. Why Yugoslavia? Ten
years ago the doorbell rang at
Callaghan’s Toronto home and a man introduced himself as Miodrag Paviovlc, in
tow” for a poetry readii. CaUaghan remembered the name; both of them had
been translated by the French poet
Robert Marteau. ‘Wonderful. I said,
come in. have supper. When supper was
over. he asked me to look at the English
translations of the Serbia” poetry he was
to read. I read them. I told him it was bnpossible. people will wonder why they’ve
come to see you, why you’re supposed to
he a great poet.”
Admittedly obsessed with bad tmnslations. Callagha” blames the “bands of
merry translators out there” for serious,
plodding. unmusical renderings of good
poems. Sitting down with Pavlovlc, a”
expert linguist. Callagha” used his
knowledge of the Cyrlllic alphabet and
Russia” to translate the poems. I” 1999.
at Pavlovic’s behest, CaUagha” read at
the International Poetry Festival in Bel-
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grade, where they finished the translation (%gi2tg at the Whirlpool together.
Callaghan got to know the Serbian
writers; he discovered a burgeoning
Canadian studies program in Belgrade
and another in Ljubljana and still another in Zagreb. Calbvghan’s press. Exile
Editions, published more Pavlovic and
featured Croatia” writers as well. Last
year in Zagreb Callaghan gave the inaugural talk in the Canadian studies program, and lately has agreed to edit an
anthology of Canadian poetry, in hands
off fashion. Hell send them, for Instance,
all P. If. Page’s poems, marking the ones
he thinks are the best, hut leaving the
final choice to the Yugoslav poets in
charge.
Does this mean that the peripatetic
Callsghan speaks Serbian, if not Cmatian? Not at all. There is something mya
tlcal and wonderful about translation.”
Witness his English rendering of
Marteau’s French hanslation of another
Pavlovlc book, 7718 Voice Beneath the
Stone. Pavlovic was delighted - he told
Callagban it even sounded like the SWbian original, and was wonderfully accurate in meaning. Thanks are due to
Robert Marteau, replied the Canadian.
Ha. after all, knows Serbia”. “But Robert
does not speak Serbian!” came the
.
response.
CalMghan’s experience seems to
prove tbe existence of a* international
tribe of poets bonded by their art Thus
may we understand his bah-humbug at&
tude to some of the most cherished beliefs of CanI&rlt. ‘There ate some peaple who have reputations abroad I thllk
are ridiculous. and I don’t ‘mind saying
so,” he states flatly. How does this hap
pen? “People are at the mercy of what
theyre told. If a writer comes to Canada
to find out whak going on. and runs into
somebody who says the focal point of
the Canadian experience is the prose
poem that explores the nature of Canada
through the ArctIc, he’s had a” onhtcky
beginning. He’ll get passed on to this
person’s friends and they’ll confinn this
view-and hell go back and write abso
lute nonsense. I do not thllk that Canadians continue to define themselves in
the north country. I think that what you
get in the north country is .bitten by
black flies. It is always a surprise for
people abroad to discover that we are 75
to 80 per cent a” urban culture. I also do
not draw the line at the Quebec border. I
see everything in this country as part of
tbe Same experience. When I speak of
Canadian culture I speak of Quebec witers and English witers.” As one of the
few publishers in the country who pub
Ushes translations from Quebec, he can
test@ that the market is nil ‘“Ihe bloom

is off the rose.”
Callaghan’s mood darkens, but only
briefly. This is one of tbe wonderful
thiigs about translation - lf you are interested in translation you are interested
in the experiences of others. Translation
is an enlarging experience, a” extension
of the self. It is what I think lies at the
heart of all great poetryz genemsiiy.”
So Callsghan is not a culturaI natlonalist? -A dead end. In Quebec a” important journal for the ibst time bothered to
ask English Canadian writers how they
feel about living in Quebec - they didn’t
eve” know who to ask. And I think English Canada has gone into a kind of
sullen snit.
“All that matters is real writing. It
doesn’t matter that Mavls Gallant is sitting in Paris and does not participate in
the cultural debate in tbls country. What
matters is that she wites those exlraordii stories.
This time when I went back to Zagreb I arranged that certain writers Seti Virgo, Patrick Lane. Loma Cm&r
- went with me. I discovered that in
Rome and Bologna Patrick Lane is unknown. In Rome they’re busy giving
cotuses on Sialr Ross and F&e&k
Philip Grove. Not, of course., that there’s
anythiig wrong with that but it’s hardly
enough. With all the boompf and
brouhaha that you’ve read about the
boom in Canadian literature in Italy,
you’d think that they’d know a lot, but
they don’t. By and large what they know
about is Jack McClelland’s list He took
the trouble to promote those writers
over there. But they desperately want to
know more. Pm going to continue to by
and teU them. Ii3 no hick for a best&ler in Canada to be translated and end up
in the book stores in Italy: what you teally want is to have the important poets,
ncwliits. and prose writers in Italy feel
some sense of a bond with the culture
that’s going on here.”
So in Rome, CalIaghan kled to widen
the range of Canadian poetry already
know” to 1laUa”s. The response? “I-here
was a good deal of surprise, I suppose, at
what our poets are doing.” He grows
humble. “Honest to God, I’m not the
only person who has ever said this, or
who has been a writer-in-residence in
Rome. I’m simply saying what I did
when I was there.”
And the proposed Italian anthology he
means to edit -due to replace the pre
sent one in three years or so? Sweeping
humility aside, he mentions the namea
of four poets alone “who’ll make their
heads spin.” Glowing with the Idea of it,
Barry Callaghan sounds for a minute
like the most passionate nationalist of
them all.
-NANCYWXSTON

w BEEN thinking about why Bron:cn W&cc’s death has affected many
f us so much. Certakdy we are beginIng to feel that the poetry commonity
,as been marked by early death Lobert Billings, Gwendolyn MacEwn,
IpNichol. Caroline Heath, and now
Lronwen Wallace. Certainly also we
#ow experience a sense of future
mptiness where once wonderful new
ValIace poems might have been. Ccrdrily, for those of us who knew Bron.vn personalIy, we suffer the loss of a
pod and loving friend. But there is
pore about the effect of Bronwcn Walwe’s death than these things. Even
leopIe who did not know her well, who
xrc not well acquainted with her
:ork, seem stunned. In part, perhaps,
hey are shocked by a sense of their
ivm mortality - the postwar gcncraion is beginnl~ to die. But their rcae
ion goes deeper. What people feel is
he loss of a guide, of a shaman, of
,omcone who was teaching us somching very important that we had not
‘et quite got the hang of. For example,
n the poem called ‘Bones,” Wallace
aught us how to use the tenible cxpeiences of life by conveying what she
earned as she told a friend about her
rork at Interval House, a ctisis centre
or abused women and children:

This poem show us not only how her
iicnd used Bromvcn’s experiences to
teal herself, but something we can aU
earn: ‘how the mind, like the body,
nakes shape/of what’s l&, the terrible
mowkdge/it labours through, slowly
,egahdng itself.” Here and in poems
ikc it, Bronwcn Wallace was for Canalian readers and vnitcrs, and partieuarly for women poets of her generaion. a Wise Woman. She spoke the
:roth - unembellished. She told us
w we wrc not yet able to sec. She
opened up her life to let us learn about
wselvcs.
Bronvren Wallace’s reMaling of her
wn experience was not what we often
ind these days: self-indulgent con&
iion. an act that thinks itself validated
,y documenting the writer’s every
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selves their place/ among the living.
and the dead/ thanksgiving and the
pm&al/ particulars of grace.” Withln
her words. everyday experience provided “the stubborn argument of the
particular.” For Wallace then, living
and writing were incxhicable: writing
is a necessity, even a duly, for it is a
means of cnabb. Thmugh her witing she found a way of teach&z us how
to live intelligently, how to approach
the ambiguities of expexience. In one
of her last - snd not yet published poems she told us. even, how to understand our limitations. There, talking
about how she couldn’t carry a tune,
she concluded:
Wkat ifsoma tnneles wondark all ws’ue

mmwn !Mhw
emotion and activity. She chose very
carefully what she told us about. What
makes Wallace’s work dIKerent lies in
the “stories” her poems tell about hcrself and those whom she knew and
loved. Because they are stories, and
not chronicles, they also - and this is
a bii “also” - tell us what thclr author
fho@ about her experiences. WalIace
didn’t just relate what happened. She
dared to draw conclusions. Writing
that attempts conclusion ofien winds
up didactic and moralistic. the writer
readll out of her ill ‘set talcs,” rigid
codes of behaviour that usually seem
imposed and inadequate. We do not
have this feeling when we read Wallace’s work, because she always avoided this kind of absolute closure. We
learn from her poems about how d@%
cult and essential it is to draw con&sions. to UzinR about one’s life.
In this poetry, Bmnwcn Wallace re
jetted easy ‘truths,” and she also
doubted the effcacy of a completely
“rational” reality, in which thll are
seen as unrelated and random or as fitting into a sanitized perspective. She
found suspect a society based on observation alone, tryfog to live by “polls”
and the segmented pmof of ‘data.” For
Bronwen. obselvation was not enough,
even though it was always a point of
departure. She grounded her work on
the “objects” she possessed: a Mickey
Mouse T-shirt, a jack-knife, the existence of KoKo, a family grace. All these
and more were the ‘treasures” that enabled her to tell us her stories.
Tluough these stories of her own life
and those of the people she knew, she
provided a way ‘To begin to see, a little,/ what they taught me/ of them-

got to sayfaoursslw? off
key, our/oiling0 held out, at last,
to each other. What eke have we
got to o&, ?el7ily? what eke
do toa thtnk tbey’rafir?

Reading and rereading Bmnwen’s
poems, as I have been tbis summer, I
have been struck by how much of her
writing deals with dying and death.
These poems let me continue to hear
her voice and to feel the touch of her
mind and spirit, but more than that
they also have taught me a lot about
how I could and should respond while
my hiend’s life was ending. Today we
have so few codes, so few signposts to
guide us in our feelings and actions.
Reading Bmnwcn Wallace’s work cao
show us what it is that we can or
should do: it may even help us deal
with the complicity that We the living
always feel in loss of the dead. Try “Annlve.rsa$ or ‘Testlmoniea” They are
Bmnwcn’s oEcrlngs to us. This is what
thMre for.
- DONNA BENNE3T
Bmnwn Wallace ix boaon chi&@ her
p&q, but herfirst and only collection of
shorl fiction was accepted fir publication
by McClelland & Stawatt lad swnmw and
will be prblkhed nat year. Shortly b&n
her death, sbs nqurrted that OI annual
award be made in her aanw to n younger
Miter (under tks age of351 ~6r ochimwmant in shortfiction orpoelty. To this ad,
a find as a basis/or thkouwd is being sat
up under the auspices oft/u Wn.tws’ De
uelopmerrt Trust, and those mhho wish to
mnhibrta we in&d to do so ROW. Fkw
spec@ tkat your domattnl * to p to the
Bmnwen Wallncb Memmial Award. and
wbethar ernotyou raptin? o duwitabfe donations mcsipt. Chequrs me to be made
out to tba W&m’ Deuclopmsnt lkt and
mailed to: Bi Ryemn Auanue, Suite 201.
Toronto, Ontatio M5T2W2.

The Canadian word tuque come.s~m the French toque,
b& it acqtiiied its own fom andmeaizimg early in our history.
It shorld be preserved, and pmnomced to rhyme with V&e
By I. M. &en
FAMILIARITY BREEDS CONFUSION:
Some familiar phrases get converted by
carelessness into utiili and less effective ones. For instance, I wonder what
impels writers who want to use the
phrase firr the bill (which is useful. e.xpressive, and easy to remember because
of its rhyme, though stigmatized in dm
tionaries as “informal” or “slang”) to
change it to fit fhc 6ill. A dislike of
rhyme? No: I find that the same writers
v,ill bungle the very clear phrase tlrin
sod 4ff/ZB ureage by putting edge for end,
as if they feel the need for rhyme at the
expense of meaning. A z&e by detinition has a wide end and a thii end; the
relative thicknesses of its edges have
nothing to do with its function.
This one may be a pure Qpographii
error, but it’s worth rceordiig that a column by George Oake in the Toronto Star
recently said that Roy Romsnow once
seemed to be a shoe& for the federal
NDP leadership. And in the same column Oake recalled the constitutional
collaboration between Romanow and
Jean Chr&ien as the (Ike md ?&me
Show. This misspelling of bqre is often
found, but it’s especially glaring here
since it spoils the rhyme with Vke (for
Ukrainian), which was ‘the point It’s de
pressing that the most familiar and characteristic Canadian headgear can be confused with a togas. which is either “a
small brimless, close-fitting woman’s
hat” or ‘a plumed velvet hat with a full
crown and small rolled brim, worn by
men and women in 16th-century
France.” Of course trcqwe is derived from
this, but it acquired its own form and
meaning very early in our history. It
should be preserved. and pronounced either tcruk (to rhyme with l&c) or as
French.
GEOGRAPHICAL MUDDLES: When the
ares started in northern Manitoba last
July, the tirst news of them came to me

from a television-network anchorman
who.said Major for& fires have broken
out 0s the pairi& As a pmi7is is a tlat
treeless plain, he was stating an impossibiliQ, and must have strengthened the
western part of his audience in their be
lief that we in Tomnto are plumb ignorant of the West. Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta are called the Prairie
Provinces, and that’s all right because
they all contain prairie and iI% on the
prairie that most of their people live. But
most of Manitoba, over a third of
Saskatchewan, and a substantial corner
of Alberta are in the Canadian Shield,
and Alberta has a lot of Rocky Mountains too. It’s in these parts that the
forests are. So never write #is pmitie.5,
or even the Pmiries, if you mean the
Prairie ProsiscLs.
A kind of geographical misconception
that’s still more widespread arises from
the convention whereby map6 are generally drawn and printed with north at the
top of the page. This leads people to
speak, write. and even think as if in the
real world, too, north were up and south
were down. ll~ey will write of going I@
the Mackenzie River to the Arctic
Ocean, whereas rivers always obey Isaac
Newton and tlcw down to the ocean. You
often hear dmoa the coast for south along
the co@ yet coasts by definition have no
ups or downs: thdre all at sea-level.
I once edited a pography textbook in
which the author, a trained geographer
and not a member of the Flat Earth Society, wrote aboos ths AT& Circle. I wanted to change it to iids ths Arctic Cirelc,

but he wouldn’t have it. We compromised on noti ofas Anlic Cfrcls, which
was correct enough but in my view
missed an opportunity to get l%yearolds tbii of the earth as the globe it
is, and of the Arclic Ckcle as literally a
circle going right mund the world, and
not just as an arbitrarily named thin line
crossinlr Canada near the too of the
Page. And theh there’s the very umunoo
use of the phrase below the 49th pamIf
to mean the United States. Even if you
make it south ofthe 49th 6amZlel ifs still
wrong - even if you Uie in the West,
where that hous par&l actually is the
southern boundluy; the $ct remains that
the most densely populated region of
Canada liessouth of it. I was born. and
still live, about haIfway belween the 43rd
and 44th parallels, some 340 miles south
of the 49th -and, incidentally, on about
the. same latitude as Nice and Genoa,
which puts our claim to be the True
North Strong and Free in an oddlight.
MASTERFUL, MASTERLY In the early
days of the language these two words
were interchangeable, meaning either
“imperious” or “biihly skilled.” Gradually the hvo were sorted out, so that muv
t&d was confined to the 6rst meaning,
masterly to the second. In 1926 Fowler
said boldly, “The diintiation is now
complete. . . Disregard of it is so obviously inconvenient that it can only be put
down to ignorance.” And Gowcrs rcpm
duced tbis article unchanged in his 1966
revision of Fowler. Unfortunately, what
Fowler thought mere ignorance is stiIl
widespread among generally well-informed writers! a mast&l nouel*t often
appears in reviews. (Of course. the now
elist in question may be notably bossy in
private life. but if you want to praise his
work, it’s masterly.) The lroubje with
masterly is that it’s hard to form an
adverb from it: mastrrlily would be
ridiculous, and to use masterly itself as
an adverb is inconvenient, though
Shakespeare did it (m&&y dons).
Maybe we should condemn both
words as sexist, and banish them from
the language.
grifKlURE: l%llrs gooemnent placed sties
trues on political activity by cisil ssmamk
Thii, is a very common slip: the word
wanted is mtrictioas. Sttz?turs means ‘a
severe criticism: censure.” Thus, civil
servants obaervcd canvassing in an eleo
Bon may indeed receive sttictwa from
their deputy ministers, but the rules
against it arc rsstricti0a.v. 0
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above all. rhapsodize in front B a n d y Popars as ‘wildly
strength of Goklie’s book is to of the endlessly cnrlons and hm”y”; Me So Far (Double
show us that the native per- wildly passionate young Nar- day, 346 pages, $22.95 cloth),
son isn’t a person in our litera- ces. Those who are fond of for example, will elicit no
ture, but a kind of literary “magic realism” and the sort moie than the occasional
construct fed by OUT desire for of linguistic joie de uivrs that chuckle. What the books do
a particular kind of Other. characterize a lot of Quebe- offer is a uniquely Canadian’*
Though he doesn’t come light cois and Latin Amexican nar- eye view of the l&year period
out and say so. what Fear and ratlve will like this book a lot. between 1916 and 1925, durTe~~ptatior ultimately expok Others may find it to be less a l”g which the world fought a
es is the social and. psycholog- story than a sort of verbal war and this country, like
ical apartheid that 18 at work spectacle in which the das- Jack’s hero, came of age. Me
in the three countries Goldie zllng language puts up a Lurri- So For rounds off the saga
examines (and whose most er that prevents any real with Bandy’s adventures as
obvious manifestation in fellow-feeling with the char- air force commander for the
- BS. Indian state of Jhamjarh, a
Canada is the reserve sys- acters.
post that lands him upside
tem). This is a” important
down in the air, a prisoner on000
book, but the reader should
derground and at loggerheads
be wsrned that it is badly wrltten - full of jargon, and con- I KNOW what Donald Jack’s with the British viceroy. He
stantly indulging in unneces- detractors mean when they also encounters mysticism
sary autborityquoting. - BS. complain they don’t find him and regains ‘that amazing
funny. Jack’s humour is cu- human phenomenon, belier
which the war had
mulative, like one’s respect
for his developing hero, and if knocked out of him. Wldly
THE IMPOEANT this about you join it in midstream funny.” no. But a memorable
Emile Olllvler’s Mother Soli- there’s no way to quite catch example of xtit and adventure
tude (translated by David up. Also, his publishers do filtered through a fine moral
Lobdell. Oberon Press, 176 him no favour in billing 7% screen, definitely yes. - P.B.
pages, $15.95 paper) are its
enthusiastic, detached tone as lf Ollivier were pulling 011 a
sort of literary show for the
reader - and its imagistic,
is a fascinating portrait of the Gorbachev revolution by an
declamatory styL% made up of
author-jwmaDl who was there. Lawrence MarGn. the fmraer
sentences that go on and on
Moscow correspondent for the Globe and Mail offers a
yet always remain calm and
compelling
account of Soviet society moving from
no
matter
how
‘literary,”
totalitarianism to the edges of democracy.
many phrases are added. This
river of words tells the story
of a boy named Names Morel“BREAKING wmi Hlsroav
Ii. He lives in the Caribbean,
is a major contribution
surrounded by characters
lo our undemlanding of
who are as full of monologues
the is.w.?s at slake for
- or more exactly, arias - as
world peaoe. ”
the characters in Dickens.
Geolfmy Pearson,
The servant Absalon (“In the
cd”.
AmbarsadDl
!n Moscw~
Morelli household, the do19801993
mestic servant has always
been called Absalon”), Edmend Bemissart (*for whom
words held no secret” and
who “found expressions that
DOUBLEDAY
were more and more judiCANADA
cious in his attempt to elucldate the problematics governA&/able at your
from everyone else. The

IN Fear and Temptation:
The Image of the Indigene
in Canadian, Australian
and New Zealand Litera-

tures (McGill-Queen’s University Press, 271 pages,
$29.95 cloth). Terry Goldie
quotes and explicates 350 dtferent stories, novels. and
plays 6nm Canada, Australia.
and New Zealand in support
of his thesis that. in the three
literatures, the “hniii’ or native person is invariably deSned by way of a small numher of factors or stereotypes.
They are: aioferrcs (the bloodthirsty redskin giving way to
the knife-wielding drunk in
the Kamloops bar): sernolity
(the complaisant maiden, the
whore-squaw the sexy boys
on the reserve): orolity (the
poetic because non-literate native person. usually represented by way of dialogue that
reads like blank verse); mysticisnr (the shaman, sacred
places. spirit-dreams, etc.);
akistoriciwz (the native per-

son outside history. living in a

kind of mythical, seasonal
time); and underlying all the
rest, natrwabress (the native
person close to nature, vers”s
the white or European person

cut off from nature). These
“commodities,” as Goldie cslls
them. make up the ‘semiotic
field” that determines how
aboriginal people have bee”
represented in our literature.

Those who say that native
people are “close to the land.”
“mystical.” ‘in tune with the
seasons.” etc., are as locked
into this “semiotic field” as
those who say that native petple are ‘drunks.” ‘violent,” or

‘undependable.” One set of
stereotypes is as “arrow as
the other, and each set depends on the sense that the
native is essentially dffwmt ing the phenomena underlying the size and shape of all
the known species of dinosaurs”), Mademoiselle Hortense, Astrel and Sylvain
Morelli, Noemie Morelli these characters and many
others explain, elucidate and.
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WlTR THE Canadian royalties
of his 1988 book lownay,
James Michener is funding a
SlO.000 prize to be awarded
each year to the best short
story published in a literary
magasine by a writer who is
not already rich and famous.
McClelland & Stewart has
sweetened tbe pot by awarding $2,000 to the journal pub
Ushblg the winning story. The
Journey Prize Anthology
(McClelland & Stewart. 224
pages, $14.95 paper) consists
of the 1959 finalists.
As a memento of the occasion,. the book has its value,
but It is a hedge-podge. It
\vould be a little more shapely
if the introduction announced
the winner as well as descrlb
ing the prize and the book’s
misorr #Z&e. By the tbne the
book was launched. the winning story, “Rapid Transits,”
by Halley Rubbmky, had been
chosen, but a person buying
the book would never know.
There are some splendid
stories here, particularly
those by M. G. Vassanji, Ann
Copeland, and Francis Itani.
-LB.
0 0 0
ALL THE 6ction IIM.IUI& say,
‘Write about what you koow,”
and Tony.Aspler has followed
their advice with moderate
success in his novel Tftanic
(Doubleday, 304 pages,
$24.95 cloth). Aspler’s hero,
Henry Blexill is a wine stew
ard aboard. the doomed liner,
xvhich gives Aspler (author of
Vhtogc Camada, 1983, and
Tony Asplcrk InthmationoI
hide to Wine, 1986) a kee,

hand to establish verisimilitude and dispense interesting
information - such as the
correct (and safe) way to open
a bottle of champagne - at
the same time. Aspler’s also
very good at describing the
Titanic, both before and dor-

ing the disaster. This lends
the novel an air of significance rather out of proportion
to its real subject tbe hero’s
search for revenge against his
former master, one lhaddeus
Nogent Tarr, a raRing capitalist if ever there was one.
Though Tarr’s machinations are convincing enough,
especially in this age of rsmpant free enterprise, Aspler’s
hero has a wooden quality
that falls to endear. Perhaps
this was necessary, to keep
hbn atloat when the ship goes
down. Still, when you’re witing a suspense novel, it’s a
good idea to plog all potential
leaks.
- P.B.

WHAT a treat to read historians who can write1 A Nation
Forged in Flu& Canadians
and the Second World War
1939-1945 &ester & Orpen
Denny% 287 pages, $35.00
cloth), the second of a hvovolume series on Canada at
war by J. L Granatstein and
Desmond Morton, is a highly
compressed but vivid exploration of the theme that Canada came of age in World War
IL Nearly everyone has already said so. but a brisk,
generously illustrated book
on the subject still satis6es a
layman. Bright phrases and
arresting detail carry the tale
forward.
On stories that Churchill
drank: “Better Churchill
drunk than Chamberlain
sober.”
On wartime shortages in
Canada: it was illegal to sell
men’s suits with two pair of
pants, or women’s dresses
with more than nine buttons.
On the weather conditions
convoys faced in winter: they
‘varied from dreadful to
appalling.On CBC radio newscasts of
the war: Canadians heard “the
doom-laden voice of Lorne
Greene.”

It is grati&ing to see academic historians rivalling
Pierre Berton at his own
game. This ls history at a dogtrot, as bracing as a lap
around the park
-I-J.
0 0 0
IN The Canadian Labour

Movement (Lorimer, 188
pages, $14.95 paper) Craig
Heron offers a concise history
of what he admits is not a single movement but a fmctored,
regional medley of struggle,
like the coon&y itself.
Heron defines four brief
waves of labour militsnce and
effectiveness. In each. workers sought to consolidate
gains made io a period of relative4 3dl employment In the
second-last wave, labour got
collective bargaining entrenched in Canadian law. but
at the cost of adopting &roe
tures that tamed the move.
ment. Unions became large
and bureaucratic, their lead.
ers legalistic.
Unable to cope with the lwbulence of the late ’60s and
ear4 ’70s. onion leaders faced
revolt from below. One and a
half million strikers - some
of them newly militant public
servants - marched on more
than a thousand picket lines
in 1976. Soon’govemment and
indushy launched a sustained
counter-attack, which by the
mid-‘80s had rolled back
much of what labour had
gained since the ’50s.
For now. while neoeonservative forces have the upper
hand, the author hopes labour
can renew itself for the next
drive.
--LJ.
A CRITIC once commented
that the poetry of the late Raymond Carver gives “the sense
this man has lived more than
most of us.” The acclaimed
Amerlcaowriterwasdyingof
cancer when he wrote A New
Path to the Waterfall (Atlantic Monthly Press (Little,
Brown), 126 pages, $19.95
cloth), but the nearness of
death only intensi6es the splritofaftdlylivedlhkintbese
poems. They sre very personal - an account of Rmwing

up in a working-&s family,
his failed marriage, his happy
later years with Tess Gallagher (who wrote the introduction to this volume). And
the best of them are 80 char
acteristic of Carver’s finest
work, both in poetry and
short fiction: the apparently
effortless settling of simple
language around an emotidn
or experience, the tenderness
toward even the “traps and violences” of life. There ls homoor, passion, great happiness, and urgency here - but
very little bitterness.
The design of the book is
impressively lavish; it does
seem somewhat at odds,
though. with Carver’s poehy,
which is so unembellished.
Here is the final poem, “Late
Fragment,” in its en&&

!

Anddidym t what
pu wanted 3E m this Ii/a. cum
SO?
Idid.
And what did you want?
To call mwc~bcloocd.
tofu1
_
b;z!on tbc c&k.
- B.C

0 0 0
THE TITLE of Maggie Helwig’s Talking P r o p h e t
Blues (Quarry Press, 77
pages, $10.95 paper) and its
effective cover (the author’s
collage of aged fabric with
icons of Adam and Eve and
the Velvet Underground) suggest a blend of the vernacular
and the oracular. The t&log
blues form, a laid-back axestor of today’s turbo-charged
rap style, lets the singer improvise a fomw story or deliver a wry apology for hisfher
life against a bask blues riff.
But Helwlg’s new poems, in
three series dedicated to Simane Weil, Glenn Gould, and
some of the early Christian
Church Fathers, have to be
scored Prophets 1, Blues 0.
She does poll off the diicolt feat of wrltlog interesting
I

and straightfonvard cbronology. while his scenes of adolescence and adulthood are more
surrea!, interweaving memow
yeti&: present concerns and
contemporary poetry based
on religious experiences: her
poems in homage to Origen.
Simeon, and others are neither preachy nor impenetrably mystical. She manages
tbisbygrouadiaghcr3nesin
the flesh as well as the spirit
“Thii is our gift - that God
speaks the fragrant / language of the poor, is one /
with our saliva, muscles. enzymes. skin.” The Gould
poems also larg@ succeed,
perhaps because he was a
prophet as well as a piaaisr
But her humourless voice
and somewhat mannered
style (which alternates verse
and looser structures) souod
artificial in the Simone Weil
series. A staccato account of
an industrial accident neither
mentions pain nor makes the
anecdote memorable which blues singers like the
Reverend Gary Davis certainly vlould have accomplished

vrith the same theme. IielV@‘S fourth poetry book re-

veals a talented and develop
iog young poet who can pmy
and praise, but not always
- J.O.
\vail.
000
EVERY THREE years sinCc
1977, David Donnell has pub
lished a new poetry collection.
The latest. Water Street
Days (McClelland & Stew%
136 pages, $9.95 paper).
mines Donnell’s Ontario past:
growing up in St Maws, tbeo
Gak (now Cambridge) and finally Toronto. His poems and
short prose sketches vividly
evoke those places, and the
people around him then.
Like someone who puts cutup snapshots into a kaleidoscope, Donnell keeps hmdng
over the ssme facts and mome&. The repetition of these
can be irritating. but usually
he manages to make the
echoes add fullness. Hi style
fits the various ages he recalls: boyhood memories are
ia short declarative sentences

The particulars that embelIii each poem or tale make
them, paradoxicslly. of general interest. Neither Donnell’s
background (Scottish and
American) nor his times (he
is now SO) are especially dram&c. bur the clarity and hon-

men lune wnnallers
were up NaDtih
Hnuit Memories from the
Eastern Arctic

esty of his recallbpen up private memories for the reader.
Donnell’s unique mixture of
sophistication and naP?ete is
evident in one poem’s digreb
sion: ‘How can you write
about skin & involve family
photographs / and rage or despair in the same sentence?. . . Don’t think about it
so much. Just/do it.”
On the whole, this book
does it - with a 5ne balance
between art and artlessness.
- J.O.

I’M SORRY to report that
Brushes with Greatness:
An Anthology of Chance
Encounters with Celebrlties (Coach House, 156
pages, $36.95 cloth) is a silly
piece of self-indulgence on
the part of the editors. Russell
Banks, Miiacl Ondaatje, and
David Young, because the
myalties (if any) are to be donated to Anmesly Intemational. The editonr asked a wide
circle of pen-pushers great
and small to tell about the
time they met a celebrity, and
they published 34 of the contributions without editing
them. Some of the anecdotes
- such as Toothy Find&s
about meeting Katharine Hep
bum - are amusing; the rest
are trivial and boring, even
though some of them are
DeeplyMeani&ul.
Too many trees died for
this.
- LB.
prepared by Pat Barclay,
Laws1 Boons, Barbara
Carey. Lowrsncs Jackson,

Never before has the hey-day of
whaling been told from the rich viewpoint of the Inuit, who welcomed the
whalers and served on their crews.
Oral memories, illuminated by a
remarkable collection of drawings,
photographs, and illustrations describe
the close contact with a foreign world
that marked the beginning of change in
previously undisturbed Inuit culture
and traditions.
McGill-Queen’s Native and Northern

Series
‘17 colour and 60 b&w ilbutrations
Cloth o-7735-0702-7 $29.95

McGill-Queen% University Press
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Jazz. Cocaine.
Vietnamese
triads. Jack
Batten’s got them
all in his second
mystery novel
starring Crang,
the unconventional lawyer. A
clever, entertaining romp!
$19.95 cloth

The author of
Memory Board
tells the moving,
poignant stories of
five women who
confront the joys
and sadness of
being alone.
$12.95 paper

Sanchez doesn’t
know why he has
been imprisoned
in a South American jail. But the
terrible secret he
harbours may
mean he’s not
such an innocent
bystander after
all.
$22.95 cloth

author
of Dancing in the
Dark, and Duet
for Three. In this,
her fourth book,
Barfoot explores
the emotional
minefields of
family relationships.
$19.95 cloth
winning

Macmillan of Canada
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I/VTERVIEW

5’2, boutiquing of Toronto strikes me as hideous.
People are always saying to me,
‘We?e just like New York. We’re little Manhattan.”
Yeah, in all the worst ways’

IT
:;.

ICHELG LANDSBERG’s caW%X
in journalism began at Chats

faiue in the ’60s; she was a
V
staff writer and then articles editor.
She has since worked as a columnist
for both the Toronto Star and the
Globe aad Mail. She has won many
awards for journalism. Her first book,
Wo;uea aud Childron First (first pub
lished by Macmillan, 1982 now pub
lished by Peuguin Canada), was based
on her Toronto Star columns dealing
with the lives of Canadian women.
From 1986 until 1988 she lived in New
York with her husband, Stephen
Levds, who was Canadian ambassador
to the United Nations: while living
there she wrote a weekly column for
the Globe and Mail. A collection of
those columns (and some new material). titled This is New York, Ifoaey, has
just been published by McClelland &
Stewart Doris Cowan talked to her in
Toronto.

to it, and it was published six or seven
years ago. I was astonished by its SUD
cess. I’m still getting letters, calls, people talking to me about it When Doug
called me and said, let’s base a book
on your New York columns I again
said no. But he kept after me. And in
fact there did, once again, seem to be
a book in it There’s fresh material as
there was in Women and Children
First. When you’re doing a daily or
weekly column you don’t realize the
patterns that are there.
BiC: What themes dear it beak down
into?

Landsbeg: It’s really a celebration of
urban life. I was madly in love with
New York. I never dreamed I’d get a
chance to live there. Its the epitome of
cities. I cant think of any other great
urban capital that represents all the
wonderfulness of city life cheek by
jowl with all the horror. I never tired
of it in my three years. There’s a popular image of New York as a city of glib
ter and insane wealth and extravagance. . . . that% just one thin layer
that’s been represented in movies,
television, and all that, but that layer is
relatively insignificant. They don’t

Diic What is the now book about?
Lsndsbergr This book was Douglas
Gibson’s idea - just like my first
book. He called me up when I was
writing daily columns for the Star and
suggested collecting them into a feminist book, and I was adamant that
newspaper writing was ephemeral and
shouldn’t be collected into books books are sacred - and so I said no.
But he finaliy persuaded me. And I realized that he was right because when
I collected the columns thematically it
did make a book - a popular feminist
book, not theoretical but very much
pinned to issues and daily iii - and
people are still buying and responding
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make New York wonderful - all the

ordinary New Yorkers do that There
is a New York personality and a New
York way of life that’s utterly d&rent
tiom Toronto, strikingly diierent People live very fast and very intensely.
they’re very busy. My friends in New
York are vtiters, moviemakers, not all
bii famous successful ones - most of
them are people who have had some
success but are struggling and in
some ways marginal - but they are
busy. They scramble to live but people
who are not at the highest income levels go to off-off-Broadway theatre, they
go to experimental opera, they go to
see their 6iends no matter how hectic
and wild their schedule; they lead a
sort of public life. In Toronto every
one of us has a tendency to be isolated, to go home and close the door.
New Yorkers don’t do that
EiC: It somds like n tremendously

out with an outreach team that keeps
tabs on people in a certain area in the
street, takes them medicine and food,
and things like that I went out in the
van with them. I did do active research
like that But it was a sort of dream life
- just the one column a week. I’d
been used to writing five or three,
which is a hundred-hour-a-week grind.
In the book I talk about things that real?y struck me there. patterns that I
sa;;e on the verge of ropeahng
BiC: Do yorr tki&k tkoso pattern we
inevitable?

Landsbeg: No. I don’t think they ara
inevitable at all. New York represents
choices made bv corruut, self-seek&z

speed&# vifhqe lift

Landsberg: &a&. That% what I describe in the book It’s like being in a
village. That% what stunned me. People would write to ma and ask, How do
you do your grocery shopping? They
had a vision of New York as being a
huge metropolis of skyscrapers with
no human amenities. But the fact of
New York is that it’s built on a series
of tiny villages and every block has its
baker, a shoe repair, a greengrocer.
All that is rapidly being eroded by rent
speculation and that is terrible. But it
was so much more convenient living
in New York than here. Hera I get in
the car to go anywhere, but in New
York you never need a car, you go everywhere on foot I had fiva magniticent bookstores within five minutes’
waIk.
Lundsba: Yes. Fist of all, it was a
fabulous break, to live somewhere else
in middle age. I’ve always wanted to
live somewhere else. I didn’t really
have tiends the iirst year I was there,
but I wasn’t lonely. I was just giddy
with excitement at being in this fascinating new place. I’d shoot out the
door every morning and just explore.
go places, I kept discovering more and
more and it was a great pleasure that
my task was to write about whatever
interested me every week. A dream as=
signment, right? The parks, the muse
ums, the galleries, the streets. . . stories would just jump up and greet ma,
IhardIyhadtolook
Of course I got interested in the
homeless and I did research. I went

politicians. Homelessness is a direct
result of Reaganomics. There’s no dii
pute about it. It’s just that Reagan’s
government decided that they didn’t
care. It just wasn’t important to them.
They wanted to - and I use their foul
language - maximize the profits of
the capitalistic class. And the rest of
the people? Well, it was their fault that
they weren’t rich. That’s putting it
very crudely, but that’s absolutely the
atmosphere in the U.S. for the past
eight years.
And in Toronto - I was horrified
when I moved back. In three Years
things had changed so much! i saw
the same kind of crazed pandering to
speculators, reckless overdevelopment, abandonment of the poor and
the immigrants, disregard of doing

anything about housing stock. The
kind of non-policy we’ve had around
housing is lethal. I always assumed
that Toronto governments, municipal
governments, were pretty honest But
I think I was naWe to believe that, and
recently we saw - in the series the
Globe and Mail did on land speculation, for instance, and the ties that city
council had with developers - that
there is corruption. I can’t point at anyone and say he received a bribe, but
even if they never did get bribes, they
were pandering to people who appeared glamorously rich and powerful.
And that% a sort of moral corruption.
And in general, the boutiquing of
Tomnto strikes me as hideous, it goes
along with a really complacent sensibility of people always saying to me,
“Well. we’re just like New York,”
%e’re ‘little Manhattan.’ ” Yeah, iu all
the worst ways! They think glib has
something to do with being a great
urban centre. Absolutely not! Don’t
they know what real cities are al1
about? Boutiques and stockbroker
wealth don’t make Now York. New
York has a depth of cultural industry
and commitment that has made it a
magnet for creative, ambitious people
There’s a kind of intelligentsia in Now
York It doesn’t have to do with universities or great wealth either. I’m not
sure Toronto has that or ever had it
We’re dEarent historically, socially,
economically. The patterns have been
different In New York, for example, I
saw a tiny ad for Gertrude Stein’s
opera, l%e Mother of Us All. written
with Vii Thomson. It was being performed in AlIce TuUy Hall at the L-incoin Center. I went and it was packed,
and there were hundreds of people
being turned away. It was a magnificent production. I’d never heard it beforo and it!s out of print so you can’t
read it. It’s written by Stein, about
Susan B. Anthony. It was so moving.
ViigiI Thomson was there, celebraling
his 99th birthday, and he spoke. The
whole audience was in sympathy, was
responsive. . . I don’t think I ever oxperienced anything like that befixe. I
walked out in a trance of happiness. I
floated home: it was a beautiful soft
night. It had been an experience
shared with strangers who at the same
tbne were in complete empathy with
the production and with what I was
feeling. . . such a rare experience for
me. I don’t mean it as a negative cornmont on Toronto to say I haven’t had
that kind of experience hero. It’s not,
to me. the nature of this city to foster
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that kind of audience. New York is a
much older city, it was richer at a time
when it counted. Whoever you are,
you can find people like you in New
York. It was wonderful, liberating.
BiC: So the book is as much about
Toronto as it is about New York?

Lsndsbergt It was a dilemma for me,
vnitbrg this book. I don’t want to be
denigrating about Canada, because I
have strong feelii about our positive
qualities, but Toronto was a rotten city
for me to grow up in. a hateful place. I
was born here in 39 and my whole
childhood was very like what Margaret Ahvood describes in Cat’s Eye.
People here were nasty, bigoted,
small-minded, exclusive . . . if you
wrote poetry you were a butt of scorn
and contempt, if you read books you
were a weirdo, if you were Jewish you
were fit for the gutter. If it hadn’t been
for our wonderful library system I
probably would have just died.
I don’t think Canadians are as nice
as they think they are. 1 think we have
a better social system, a better govemment system than a lot of other countries, but I don’t think we’re nicer. I
grew up surrounded by bigotry. It
wasn’t a question of a crowded bnmigrant ghetto, I would have been happier had I been in one. I was living in a
non-Jewish neighbourhood and the
biitry was blatant and continual. In
schools, teachers, principals, other
Idds. . . my grade hvo teacher asked,
‘Horn many Jews are in this class?”
Two or three of us put up our hands,
and she said “Will you stand up? AR
the rest of the class is going to pray to
Jesus for these heathen souls so they
won’t go to hell.”
We were routinely despised people.
Tomnto eras a city of absolute wnformity to a very narrow standard. New
York is a city whose whole theme,
whole basis of existence, is di&rence.
I’ve never seen greater tolerance for
difference than in New York City. It!s
true there’s racism, particularly in the
boronghs, but there is also a relishing
of difference, of dierent ethnic origin.
of eccenhicity. They’re proud of the
differences and it has always been that
way. In the 17th century when New
York was just muddy little New Amsterdam filled with roaming pigs, the
first English to arrive wrote home
complabdi that the town was nothing
but a riffraff of Negroes, Jews, and
Dutchmen. They were already complaining about too much racial minglhrg, even in 1650. Ifs like heaven on
earth to somebody who grew up as an
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outsider in Toronto.
BiC: It sounds as if New York is a

Toronto, and of course that side of Rvinp there is very hard. But my strong
whole city of outi’ders.
feeling is that we’re headed in the
Landsbeg: Exactly. It% a wonderibl
same direction, and because we’re
city for outsiders. They don’t care such smug Canadians, we’re not doing
where you came from or when. anything to prevent it We’re not doing
There’s a tiny aristocracy of old wealth nearly enough to integrate our immithere but the majority came from grant population; we’re not doing anysomewhere else. It’s quite unlike thing about housing or to prevent
Park, for example. My aunt has lived overcongestion of the downtown core,
in Psris for 3.4 years and she’s still con- to keep the small stores tirn being
sidered a foreigner. In England they driven away by rising ren@ we’re not
sneer at foreigners. In New York no- controlling rents. Our public schools
body notices, or if they do they’re here are quickly losing the middle
proud that you came to their city: after class. It% still a small percentage that
a week they consider you a New York- goes to private schools but it’s increaa
er. It was wonderhd. I never felt as if I ing. We’re heading for a twotier city,
belonged in Toronto even after win- the very rich and the very poor. In
ning tbe National Newspaper Award. I Manhattan, if there weren’t a large
was always odd woman out, different, stock of rent-controlled apartments
separate from tbe others. In New York there would be no middle class left.
I felt part of something bigger than And if you’ve got no middle class you
myself. I found a group of likemhrded haven’t got anything. Rich people.
friends, and I was taken in very opeo- don’t make a city, they’re just conheartedly; and these are friends for sumers, they’re not the creative peolife.
ple, who can 6x things or write things.
BiC: What about the other side of They’re not socially useful except as
tkings, the kowom of Nem York life?
spenders. When
middle. class is
. . the
.
Landsbeg: They are so blatantly ob- gone you don’t nave a city - no
vious, more obvious than anywhere 8 artists, no artisans. no working people
else. And tbe danger is more present; BiC: I%at’s happening in Toronto, too.
iPs a far more dangerous city than Landsberg: It’s happening so fast,
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and nobody’s doing anything about ii.
I used to complain about the schools
here but now that I’ve seen the public
school system in New York . . . I want
to talk about how it got that way and
how we’re going the same way, unless
we smarten up - quickly.
Eiic: lire sclzook in Amsticon citisr ore
veiy divided racially, aren’t they?
Lsndsberg: Yes. Eighty-hvo percent
of the children in public schools in
Manhattan are minority kids. All the
white population send their kids to private schools. That’s just accepted.
That means the public school system
is starving. it’s badly run. yet you have
thnt familiar New York anomaly fine, wonderful, dedicated teachers
working in horri@ing circumstances
and they’re slogging it out, and they’re
excited about the kids. I would say
that the core of the New York population is very civicminded. It’s just that
they feel hopeless and defeated by the
corrupt government and systems. The
MatIa runs the school buses and
school lunch programs. School construction is in the hands of the Mob.
School janitors had a crooked union
that ran the physical plant at the
schools. If parents wanted to have a
bazaar the janitor would allow it if they
paid him a bribe. They were the pmprietors of the schools.
The children are extraordinarily
alienated. There’s a bii problem with
weapons - it’s a &ightenhrg place for
ghetto children. On the other hand for
krds from drug areas it’s the only sane
place in their lives. I was at public
schools where the entire budget is
spent on feeding the kids breakfast,
lunch, and dinner, and clothing them.
Education is minimal. They’re expending their whole effort on bringing up
these children physically. I was at
schools where two or three kids in
each classroom had lost both parents
to AlD.5.
When I moved to New York all the
news reports about children in school
was about how they were starving.
Then crack appeared. The ghetto kids
discovered the crack trade - free enterprise, the American dream! - suddenly at the schools they’re talking
about banning gold jewellery, heavy
clwnky gold jewellery. Have you ever
seen those knuckleduster gold rings?
Massive grotesque chunks of gold.
What we don’t have yet, in Toronto,
is an entrenched population of despairing and totally isolated poor people.
We’re developing it, up in Jane-Fmch.
What a moronic idea, to Isolate people

up there, where there isn’t anything
except windswept barrenness, to put
immigrants up there! We could stop it
becoming a hell-hole like the Bronx,
but we could only stop it by an effort
of will, doing much more for the
schools and social services. I don’t see
any signs that we’re doing any of that
There are a lot of lessons Toronto
could learn from lookhrg at New York
Ciiy. Look at civk amenities. It!s truq
that there are constant cutbacks and
things being let go to wrack and ruin
- but there are so many lovable
things right in the centre of the city:
littie parkettes, places to sit down, that
make it a wonderful pedestrian city.
Toronto is far too sprawling for that.
Ii% all bii commercial towers and
emptiness. There’s no felt life on the
streets, whereas in New York almost
every street you walk on has a personality, an anarchic clutter. Unfortunate
ly New York is hying to Tomntoise itself; to get rid of the pushcart
peddlers, the newsstands. Now Mayor
Koch has taken away a lot of the licences. I don’t know whaYs behind it;
there must be some 5x in.
BiC: Are Mankattam buildings being
torn down and replaced, as they have
been ia Tonwto and Montreat?
Landsbeg: It!s been absolutely diiing in the past 10 years, since Koch
got in. The irony is that he was elected
as a reformer, the candidate for the
Village Independent Democrats. Atter
he was elected he repudiated them
and became the darling of the develop
ers. Unbelievable crimes have been
committed - the demolishing of pmtected buildings in the middle of the
night without a permit. Harry MackIowe knocked down two singleroom
occupancy hotels that were specbically pmtected. No safety inspectors, no
notification to.the gas and electric
companies, just empty the buildings
with goon squads and smash the
building down. Macklowe is now
building a high-rise hotel in mid-Manhattan on that sim, getting tax breaks
5om the city - after violating the law
and being convicted.
BiC: How much seru material is in the
book?
Landsbeg: It!s about half and half I
went tbroogh all the columns I wrote
in the three years and found 75 to 50
specifically on living in New York. The
hook is built around them-ii3 about
a Canadian living in New York. I know
that people loved reading about New
York; that was a big surprise. When
the 5rst column appeared in the Globe

about some specifically New York
thing I thought I was being very selfindulgent but I started getting letters,
people were so intorestcd People used
the columns as a kind of tip sheet to
interesting places to see or things to
look for when they visited. New York
is an icon of urban lie for all North
Americans. Everything we talk about
here got talked about first in New
York; a lot of Canadians resent that, it
makes them feel colonial.
BiO It maka the lest ofthe Ameticane
j%?el colonial, too.
Landsbeg: That’s right, they hate
New York.‘If I were an American I
wouldn’t waste my time in Iowa hating
New York I’d just go live there.
BiC: Did your time in New York
changeyou?
Landsberg: That’s an interesting
question. I miss a lot of things now,
back in Toronto. that I didn’t know I
missed before. But yes, I think I’m
going to live my lie differently as a resuit of my time there. I’m going to consciously try to pull together a group of
Sends who’ll be involved the way my
friends were in New York. I swore
when I came back that I was going to
be more ambitious in my life, not for
fame and glory, but the way my New
York Sands were - they want to sss
their time, s.w their talents.
BE: Do yorr eoc your role - OS totiter.
columntot, social critic - M a political
one?
Landsbeg: Everymii in Me is pogtiCal. eVery word we write, every action
we take civically. Certainly at the Star
my role was political. I wrote about
feminist concerns, about women’s
lives, and I was hoping to convince my
readers of certain things. My columns
from New York are different, but I
wrote fiorn a feminist and social democratic perspective, of course. Not as a
conscious propagandist; it just cornea
naturally. If I’m genuinely indignant
about something, it emerges’in my
writing.
People who define themseIves as
apolitical are usually part of the estab
lishment and also define themselves
as “normal” - just as men have de
fined themselves as “the norm,” thereby excluding women 6om power. My
writing is my political contribution.
Absolutely. My writing life is the way I
hope to have impact. The word is the
most powerful thing in human lie,
though it’s d&rent fiorn direct poliiical power. Consciously and conscientiously used, political power is good.
Pm pmud to be political. q
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TAN PERSKY lives in Kit&no.

an all-white section of Vancou&! ver. across the Eurrard Bridge
from downtown. More precisely, he
lives on York Street, near Cornwall Avenue: an area close to the beach where
women in their 30s wear Spsndex biing shorts and young men with heavily
muscled arms wear white running
shoes and loosely billowing T-shirts
with logos printed on them. Renovated
houses, apartment blocks, gardens,
high cedar fences, bright stone walls.
immaculate streets and sidewalks all
make it a pleasure to walk there in the
morning smdight, as I did recently on
my way to Per&G place. The ease
and beauty of the area made my first
sight of Persky’s house a shock. It was
run-down, dilapidated. An old
convertible - a junker - sat out in
hnt The steps - the house was set
on a small hill - were worn, and the
house was a sort of brown hulk,
pushed at on the side by an enormous,
halfwiild hedge. I felt disillusionment:
the house’s address as well as Persky’s notoriety had led me to expect
something grander. But as I stepped
onto the porch, everything snapped
into place. The chipped concrete
steps, the shabby lawn. the hedge, the
old door with its glass oval and manual
buzzer that you turned with thumb
and iingeu it was a hippie house, no
different from the ones I knew almost
20 years ago. On the porch I even
thought I smelled cats.

Then another shock: Persky himself. sloppy jeans (cut graphically full:
I thought, ‘Dogpatch jeans?, an old
black T-shirt, enormous bum, huge
gut; and long strauds of hair combed
old-man style across a balding head
animated by bright eyes. I had met
him before, but standing now in his
doorway, he was like the resident
witch, his body and clothes as outrageous in their way as a long whiskered
chin and black dress. Then all at once
the seediness disappeared, erased by
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a soft, curving, intensely welcoming
smile that lit up his face.
“SeratIu; Come on in,” he said, and I
was immediately at ease.
Inside the house that feeling of the
old hippie world was even stronger. It
was there in the shadowy halls, the
big communal kitchen, the drawn
floor-to-ceiling curtains in the bedroom and living-room, the shabby
bookcases and old furniture - wen in
the piles of paper that were everywhere.. It was a place (protected and
darkened by the hedge, darkened by
the curtains) that was both eccentric
and secure. Like Persky, the house re&ted fashion: it was what it was. And
like Per&, it had a charm, the charm
of shyness, shabbiness, casualness,
aud once past the shyness, a remarkable wUiugness to be open to inspec
tion. Describing Persky to me, his
6iend Brian Fawcett had used a slriking image, *He’s Caliban. Years ago
we put on The Tempest and Stan
played Caliban. That’s his persona.
And ii% the true Caliban. In the world
of The Tempest Caliban’s the one who
insists on the body - on the bodily
existence of the intelligence. He insists that intelligence that doesn’t have
the grossness of the body is nothii. I
remember seeing Stan in his furry costume. I think it was a bear suit-he
just didn’t use the head. And it was
wonderful! When you look at him and
his place ii2 like he’s made a deliberate, quite carehd decision not to be -m-

valved in matters of taste at any level the Navy, in Paris and Naples, in San
of hi life.” And as I watched Persky Fiaucisco, then in Vancouver, he was
make coffee and answer the phone, takhrg boys to bed and being taken by
which seemed to ring constantly them, falling desperately in love and,
Cyeah, yeah, he’s just raging nuts,” as he said of a fiveyear affair in Vanhe said at one point, forgetdng the in- couver, becoming “agonized over it
terview, completely caught up in the all.” None of that showed up in his
gossip that was being related to him), writiug until this year. Out of nowhere,
as I watched the waddle his body as it were, Buddy’s appeared - a rcveforced on him, and noticed his combi- latory book, and to me the best thing
nation of shyness and exuberauce, his Persky has written - and now here
wiliingness to say exactly what was on we were in his kitchen discussing
fC%bdAI did see, if not the darkness whether or not there was such a thing
- for Perrib 1s sweet-tem- as a homosexual.
It was an argument we had had earpered - at least something of Caliban’s earthiness. Here in his own lier, at the book launching for Buddy’s.
place Persky seemed at home with (A difficult occasion: I had been as
himself, a man who had worked hard nervous as Persky was exuberant, and
when we finaliy got a few moments to
to make himself what he was.
He was born in Chicago and moved talk to each other, I had blurted out .
to San Fraucisco when he was a teen- the first thing that came to mind,
ager; there he became *iends with something about what it was like to
Allen Ginsberg and Peter Orlovsky. move hrn writing as a political Sgure
While still in his teens, he joined the to writing as a homosexual. Persky
U.S. Navy, which allowed him to travel had said something to the effect that
to Naples and Paris, then, when that there was no such thing as a homosexwas over: he came back to Frisco and ual. I had disagreed; we argued a bit;
in the mrd-%Os emigrated to Vancou- then we promised each other we
ver to study at the University of would come back to it later.) Now we
British Columbia (where as a student did, and Persky was prepared. He had
activist he climbed up on tables in the made some notes, and as he spoke he
cafeteria and, shaking with nervous- referred to the notes. He said that he
ness, “shouted politely” at people to wanted to talk about the “poUlicai conget their attention). He wrote poetry, tradictions” that his book involved.
and quick became one of the central But he started with our earlier srgufigures in the literary scene that was ment, and at tirst he was careful, even
comio up in the city; in particular he a little nervous, speaking so delibergahre fa name as an editor and pub- ately that I could see the teacher in
lisher. someone who was involved him. “In Bwddy’s,” he said, “I found
with most of the magazines of the time myself using words like ‘homoerotic’
(and still is: Tom Tire, The George% and ‘ephebe’ - in part so as not to be
Waiglzt, and The Western Voice, accused of molesting young boys1 I
among others, he has gone on to This used these words because they aren’t
Jfogprzr%e and New Directions). Jn the politically loaded, they don’t have a
late ‘709, he gave up on poetry and, premeoniog that determines their
sensing an audience, began produchtg usage. I resist the use of the term hobook after book of lefi-wing political mosexual’ as an identifier except as a
journalism, starting with Son of Socrzd political term, i.e., if there’s someone
and continuing through 4 fhe Lenin out there who doesn’t like homosexuSlu$~vard, Benneit II, and Ametika tke ais, I’m willing to be one. The word is
Lost Domino. He got a job teaching loaded, as iqMaaded, plrilosophez. cotphilosophy and political science at legs i%strwtor aren’t. lb!% one part of
Capilano College, where he still the resistance. The other part of the
works, began appearing on BCTV as a resistance is that it just isn’t free. For
sort of left-wing commentator on local example, last night I was a magasine
news, and in general became some- mailer and New Directions collective
thii of a Socratic Sgure iu the jumpy member. I wasn’t a homosexual. In the
and sometimes vicious world of B.C. magashre I was an author df a judicial
politics. Hi good temper and common commentary. Earlier in the day I was a
sense made hii admired; the persona union member at Capiiano College. It
in his writing - if you didn’t know goes on and on.”
AU this was clear; but it was a bit
hbn -would make you think of a bii,
reasonable fellow who wore a beard like a political line, and I must have
and perhaps wrote with his sleeves seemed skeptical. Because as Persky
mUed up. And throughout all this, in kept talking he gradually changed

tack and began to speak more looser
and openly. FinaUy he said, “Like everyone else, I have mixed fqelings
about homosexuality. Personally, I
like its forbiddenness. It connects with
my resistance to conveutionalhy, hourgeois society, etc. I like the outlaw
side of it. Of course I defend bourgeois homosexual couples watering
plants, etc., but I’m not interested in
that. I don’t especially understand
that, auy more than you might understand my interest in ephebes.” He
glanced at me, givhrg me a chance to
say something, and when I didn’t he
kept on talking, still slruggUng with
his earlier thought about “political
contradictions.” Then suddenly he
said something that impressed me.
“Ihe ones that I desire sre indeed the
ones that I desire. Politically, this
leads to great contradictions. But I
didn’t create those contradictions, I
didn’t create the fact that those I desire stand on street comers soliciting.
But my concerns about that remain”
The ones that I desk we indeed the

ones that I desire: There was a challenge, even a rebuke in that What it

pointed to was his refusal to deviate
from what he was, hi refusal to capitulate to what others might think his
practice ought to be. That refusal was
in Buddy’s, and while it was true, as
Persky insisted, that the book was indebted to Roland Barthes, what was
essential about the book wasn’t the
writing that brought Bartbes to mind
- the occasional preciosities, and
dainty movement from anecdote to
analysis - but the graphic porhayal of
a sexual life. The great thii about the
book, I had felt when I read it, was its
sheer joy in telling stories iu ali their
detail -and as I talked to Persky 1~
ticed this joy. His conversation was
quick, digressive, constantly spilling
from one thing to another. When I
asked hi about that, mentioning the
happiness in the book, and adding that
in my experience there was a lot of
wistfulness in gay literature, he responded quickly.
“No, I don’t feel that. Because
Barthes is my guide in Buddy’s I’m de
terminedly seeing all these things as
plea&es. Though towards the end of
the book I’m getting a little weary of
ail this!” And here he exploded with
laughter. ‘Seeing these guys not as
Ems, Cupid, etc., which is what I call
them in the book, but as young guys
with fucked-up lives. Take Bret” one of the characters in Buddy’s “He’s
a beautiful young man and all that in
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my story, but he had had a disastrous
life in the past year, including an attempted suicide.”
Persky paused. “I seem to be writiug this without regrets, I am not looking for the kind of romantic love that
you might be looldng for. It’s true that
earlier on I was much more agoniaed
about love, but now the world of de
sire seems fairly comic to me. I love
thestoties.InthegayworIdIovestories are a basic mode of exchange.
Cupid’s basic mode of exchange is
gossip. He hated that when I pointed it
out to him!
‘There’s a biographical point here I
grew up in the same homophobic
Atnerics as everybody else. And at the
age of 14 or 15 I was tenhied by it all,
as well as being additionally terrified
by a;ry contact with human beings. I
was terrified at the junior prom. But
early on, tirn about 16, I was in contact with Allen Ginsberg, then later on
from about 18 I was in contact with
Jack Spicer and Robert Duncan, so I
was in a society where homosenualiiy
was taken for granted. Then the navy.
And the navy was nice enough to ship
me to Naples, and gave me time to go
to Paris where Ginsberg and Orlo*
were staying at 9 rue Glt-lecoeur, the
beat hotel. So I was in unusually safe
surroundings. And I had the advantage of speaking another language.
Talk about insults1 I couldn’t get
wmrrded by the foreign language. And
I remember very distinctly, at about 19
or 20, being engaged in sex and thinking, I really like this. This was a phe
nomenological fact for me. Boy, that
was about the clearest moment I’ve
had on this very complicated subject
In the navy there wasn’t a moment
that I wasn’t ln love, and I remember
being very terrified about this. But
these French boys - Luc and Jackie
-weren’t disturbed about it at all.”
Aud Canada?
“Oh. I loved Canada. I was immediately at home here. And I loved the
boys. They were different, reticent;
and they were sexually unafraid, WiUing to try diirent thmgs. I was in love
kom the 6rst minute I was in Canada.”
Hearing this about Cauada, I was re
minded of something else that had
struck me in Buddy’s - and that was
my sense of seeing Vancouver in a
way that I never had before. Its bars
and apartment buildings, its street corners and back doors and storefronts
- the entire West End in fact -were
suddenly made alhuingly distinct by
the sexual desire animating the gaze
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looking at them, as if everything were
tlooded with Mediterranesn light This
warm, clear world was very different
from the world of l&-wing B.C. politics that Pemky was usually associated
with. That was a world of rain and umbrellas, hoarse voices trybrg to make a
point in e, crowded halls, obese
men and women, desperation, anger,
and endless cups of coffee tasting of
Styrofoam. That other world was
where Persky was best known, and
when I asked him about it he responded with a sort of critical tenderness
that made his statements gentler than
they appear on the page.
He said, “I’m in favour of social justice, so that puts me on the left Pm engaged with the let? and I regard that as
more important than undoing any of
the mistakes the left might make.

‘At the same time I’m appalled by
the left? - and this word, “appalled,”
was one he would use again and again.
“Just appalled. I have a sense of humour. I remember one time at a radical left meeting in the ’79s - an awful
meeting, horrible - I just sort of
shyly got up and wrote on the blackboard, ‘MAO HAS A BIG DONG.’ Well,
this was silly and people hated me for
it, but I was just oppressed by the rlghteousness and heaviness of what was
going on.”
I mentioned writing.
‘There’s no excuse for bad prose,”
Persky said, “and there’s especially no
excuse for bad left prose. Pm always
appalled by the writing. What I tell
people is, ‘You guys ought to lift your
eyes high enough above the barricades to notice that Langara College
has a journalism school in this town.
You ought to forget your leftist views
for a moment and learn how to write a
lead.’ I compare their stuff to the Vsncouver Pmuince. They’re appalled
when I throw the Province at them as a
model. But I do a lot of that l’m selfconfident enough now that I’m not intimidated. I say, You people are con
temptuous of your readers. I Ford you

insufferably arrogant in not writing
warmly and clearly enough to attract
readers.’ ”
We talked about Randy Shilts’s book
And th8 Band Played On. The book
had impressed Persky, and he had
used it in an article he had written for
YtEs Mzgatine on some of the issues
surrounding AIDS. This article - e+
sentially a report on how au unlikely
alliance of the left and light in B.C.
had ended up producing an intellllt
piece of legislation outlining what
should be done if someone %illfully,
or carelessly” spread AIDS to others
- was clear and judicious, animated
by reason. It was a reasonableness
that Per& had worked hard for. and
it had got him in trouble.
“Gay leftists hate Shilts’s book,” he
said. ‘They think he’s internalized selfhatred. They blame Shilts for the emphasis on Patient Zero - Gaetan
Dugas. They feel that Shilts was on
the side of those people who wsnted
the bathhouses closed. Well, I cited
some of what he reported on, and said
that interestlngly enough these are
the very issues that are being debated
in B.C. The response to that from the
gay left was vitriolic, particularly in
Rites Ma&ns. which is a Toronto
mag. They just conflated Shilts and
me. There’s a piece in there by
George Smith, who’s a blustery sociologlst, which is really a hack job, the
worst kind of denunciatory propaganda. This attacking people on your own
side - like the attack on Shilts, who
really just produced a superb piece of
reportage - I’ve always been clear
that I think this is the most destructive
thing the left can engage in. It’s understandable if you’re part of the viewpoint that% ma@mliaed - as lettlsts
am in this society - you can get paranoid, etc. But you have to get past
that I try to. Ik got a large populist
streak in me: I want to communicate.
I’m also very pmctlcslminded, so I’m
wllllng to work for what can be done.”
I had begun to see what this meant
Persky wasn’t an ideologue. Sitting
across from me in his worn-out Tshirt, smoklug, digressing, trying out
one idea after another - “‘I have oplnions on everything,” he said with a
laugh -what kept coming across was
the idea of “service.” Politics was service; writing was service. He would
see something that he could do, and
he would try to do it He was constantiy at work, and the evidence was there
in the piles of paper that filled his
house. Brian Fawcett had said to me

_

that Persky was an educator, a teach-

er. someone who encouraged at any
cost free public discourse, and he had
added, lrying to pin down this &edom
that he saw in his friend, “Stan’s the
quintessential commie-faggot-jew-nigger. He’s the weird one, you know,
that you always try to scare your khis
away horn.” A burst of laughter. “And
yet,” Fawcett added, “there’s this enormous reasonableness, this complete
williyless to consider another side.
There’s no bitterness in him, just a
huge courage.” Fawcett spoke sharply
about Persky’s relationship to the left
He felt that while Persky had remained true to himself and his principles. had stood fast in that way, the
left had moved, slipping down into fundamentalism and a kind of denial of
realily.
Per&y was kinder than that - in all
he said it was plain that the left was
his community - but listening to him
I could understand what Fawcett
meant. There was a subtlety in his po
sition: on tbe one hand, he was someone who could operate only as he was
the spoke, for instance, of how bored
he got at NDP meetings “because so
much of reality is cut ti desire, for instance,” and went on to mention his
admiration for people like Ginsberg,
and how he himself hied to be as “eftitsive as necessary in public, so the
public doesn’t fag asleep”); but on the
other hand he had a deep respect for
the actuality of the situation that confronted him. “If the J+nuincs gave me
500 words a day,” he said, ‘1 would try
to write to fit the format of the paper
and still get across some of the things
I want to say. And if I’m on TV and
they ask for 30 seconds, I’ll give them
30 seconds. I think it’s a good idea to
have some respect for the situation
you’re in.” This side of Persky. - the
realistic, adaptable side-was foreign
to much of the lett that I knew, and
when I mentioned this to Persky he
looked worried. Yet he kept returning
to the same themes: being responsible, using reason. He was worried that
what he caged “the idea of legitimate
authority” had all but disappeared. He
mentioned the situation he had described earlier, when legislation was
passed in B.C. to deal with the %I&
ful” spreading of AIDS. Persky said,
‘Even at?er the legislation was passed
and it was plain that nobody was being
hauled off the streets or anything like
that, people were recalling grandmothers incarcerated in the Second World
War. It was overblown. It did nobody
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any good. And tha!?s the problem reactions like that that pay no attention to the actual nature of what is
being legislated. We have no sense of
what it’s like to have someone who’s a
public guardian. Our sense& legitimate authority has just dwindled. We
have no feeling for what it would be
like - authority that doesn’t chafe.”
Persky said, “On some days. I think
that leftism has just disappeared in
some sense, The situation right now is
the politics of absolute emptiness. The
Mulmney government is trying to fill
up the vacuum with consumer goods.
They’re trying to bore us to death. In
order to stay interested, you have to
notice what they’re doing to you.
These are people who have no
understanding of the universe they’re
living in. But sometimes you see people - I think David Susuki is one of
them - that have a real authority.
When somebody is on - when
they’ve got their hands on something,
and they’re moving with it - they op
erate with a kind of non-egotistical energy that’s very attractive and draws
people to them. Sustdd. I think, has acquired that by knowing hi own mind,
by not deceiving people. And you can
find it In yourself. You go to a meeting,
for instance, and for one reason or snother you’re caged on to lead it. Usually you do so-so. But at other times, at
rare moments, you have this sense of
conviction and certitude. You can see
yourself being useful, and others sre
grateful to you for it That’s how I’d
liketobe.
About a month later I stood with
Persky on his porch. He was wearing
another Tghi that was just as worn
out as the Srst one. We looked at the
new concrete curb - so smooth and
white - that had been put in around
his house since I had last been there.
It looked completely out of piace, and
when I remarked on that, Persky said,
“Dust. It was dust that brought that
curb. It was still a little countryish
around here, a little dusty. Well, I
liked that But the neighbours have
nice cars, and they didn’t want dust on
their cars. So there you are.* Persky
looked tired, and I remembered some
thinghehadtoldmewhenIthstmet
him. It was about his house. He had
lived here 30 years, he said, and there
were constantly buyers coming
around. They made offers. And here
Persky looked at me, giggling, exubera& happy. 1: just teii them that the
newt move I’m going to make is when I
die.” 0
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In his letter, Clif told Lesley that he loved her
like 10,OOOfieigkt trains. That was like say&,
I love yoek to death. Who wants to be loved to death?

LovRTRAIN

ORALONGTlMEafter hdey and
Cliff broke up, Clii was always
sendii her things.
Flowers.
Red roses by the dramatic dozen.
Delicate frilly carnations dyed
turquoise at the edges (which reminded Lesley of a tradition they’d observed at her elementary school on
Mother’s Day when each child had to
wear a carnation, red if your mother
was alive. white if she was dead there were only two kids in the whole
school whose mothers were dead and what then, she wondered, was
turquoise meant to signify?)
A single white orchid nestled in tis
sue paper in a gold box, as if they bad
a big date for a formal dance
Cards. Funny cards.
I thoaght you’d Iii to know that I’ve decided to start dating se& sgaia. and. . .
oh yes, my umbilical cord has grown
back!
sendmental cards.
lxlovloveeari” the smile. . . you put on
Funny sentimental cards.
You You You You You You You You You

YouYwYou . . .

mwse are a few of my favourita thii!
Apology cards.
please forgive me. . . my mouth is hip_
gerthaamybmin!
and:

Pretty picture cards to say:
Ha~p~‘hnkstivim!

HapW Hallow~ea!

just tbinkiog of you!
I’m always thiikiog of you!
l%n still thinking of you!
I’m

r

Letters. Mostly letters
Often Cliff would call during the day
and leave a messze on Lesley’s answxing machine, apologizing for having bothered her with aootber card or
letter when she’d already told hii, in
no uncertain terms, that she needed

I ._.. __... ..__.. .___ ~._.

some space. Then he would call right
back and leave another message to
apologize for hating letI the tit one
when she’d already told him to leave
her alone.
He did not send tbe letters through
the mail in the conventional way, but
delivered them by hand in tbe middle
of the night. Lesley never did catch
him in the act, but she could just pie
ture hbn parfig his car halfway down
the block, sneaking up her driveway in
the dark or the rain, depositing another white envelope in her black mailbox. Where she would find it first
tbii in tbe morning.
At first it gave Lesley the creeps to
think of Cliff tippy-toeing around out
there while she was inside sleeping,
but then she got used to heating from
him in this way. She took to checking
the mailbox every morning hefore she
put the coffee on. Waiting in her
housecoat and slippers for the toast to
pop and the eggs to poach, she would
study the envelope first Sometimes he
put her full name on it, first and last;
sometimes her first name only; once,
just her initials.
Inside, the letters were always neatly typewritten on expensive bond
paper. They began with phrases like
“Well, no. . .” or “And yes. . .” or
“But maybe. . .,* as if CM were picking up a conversation (one-sided
though it might be) right in the middle where they’d left off, or as if he
still thought he could still read her
mind.
One of the first letters was dense
with scholarly historical quotes on the
nature of war. Cl% had set these erudite excerpts carefully off tirn the
rest of the text, single-spaced and
indented:
In quarrels behveen countries, ss well ss
those behwen individuals. when they
have risen to a certain height, the first
cause of dissension is no longer remem.
bered. the minds of the parties being
wholly eagsged in recollecting and re
senting the muhlal expressions of their
dislike. When feuds have cached that
fatal point, all considerstions of reason
and equity vanish; s blind fury governs,
or rather confounds all Uris. A people
no longer regards their interest, but.
rather the gratitication of their wrath.
Uohn Dickson).

And later in the letter he wrote:
The strange thing about this crisis of August 1939 was that Ihe object behveen
Germany and Poland was not clearly defined, and could not therefore be expressed 8s s concrete demand. It wss
pxt of Hitler’s nature to woid pottiog

--..

thhgs in a concmk form; to biq, diirences of opinion were questIons of
power, and tests of one’s nerves and
stzwth. @mst van Weizwer).

Wesley could not imagine that Clii
actually had a repertoire of such
pedantic passages floating around inside his head, just waiting for an op.
portunity to be called up. But she
couldn’t imagine that he had really
gone to the library and looked them
up in order to quote them at her
either.
Still, this letter made her mad
enough to call him. When she said on
the phone, “I don’t take kindly to
being compared witb Hider, thank you
very much,” Cliff said, ‘Don’t be
ridiculous. That% not what I meant
You just don’t understand.”
And she said, Well, no . . . I guess
nor*
He apologized for making her mad,
which was exactly the opposite, he
said, of what he was intending to do.
But the more he apologised, tbe madder she got The more he assured her
that he loved her even though she was
crabby, cantankerous, strangled and
worried, hard, cynical and detached,
mercenary, unsympathetic, callous
and sarcastic - tbe more he assured
her that he loved her in spite of her
sev- the madder she got Until finally
she hung up on him and all day she
was still mad, also feeling guilty, sorry,
sad, simpleminded, and defeated. She
promised herself that she would send
the next letter back unopened, but of
course, there was little real chance of
that She tried saveral times that aftarnoon to compose a letter in answer to
his repeated requests for one. But she
got no further than saying:
What it all comes down to is this: in the
process of getting to know you, I realized that you were not the right person
for me

It should have been simple.
In the next letter, two mornings
later, Clii turned around and blamed
himself for everything, saying:
At least understand that all of this was
only the result of my relentless devotion
to you.
Le.&y took a bath after breakfast
and contemplated the incongruous
conjunction of these hvo words:
Relentlesa
Devotion.
After she’d dried her hair and
cleaned the tub, she looked up wentless” in the thesaurus. Much as she’d
suspected, it was not an adjective that
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should be allowed to have much to do
withlove:
relentless, a& unyielding. unrelenting.
implacable, unsparing; inexorable, remomeless, unflag.aing, dogged; undeviating, uaawerviag. parsistent, persevering, undaunted: rigid, stern. strict,
harsh, giim, austere: merciless, ruthless.
unmercifo& pitiless. unpityine. uoforgiw
w unmitigable. isGxiblF. un+diag.

.:

remsting, grudging; hard. !mper~ws, ob
dura_@, adamant, +nslgenS uncom_
rr;s;, unfeehng, unsympathehc,

The next letter was delivered on a
windy Saturday night when Lesley was
out on a’ date with somebody else. It
was sitting there in the mailbox when
she got home at midnight Tbe weatber had turned cold and her driveway
was filling up suddenly with crispy yellow leaves. When she opened the back
door, dozens of them swirled around
her ankles and slipped inside. She
imagined Cliff crunching through
them on his way to the mailbox, worrying about the noise which was
ampliied by the hour and the wind,
then noticing that her car wasn’t in the
garage, and wonying about tbat’too.
In this letter, Clii said:
I& you like ten thousand freight

:

Lesley thought she rather liked this
one, but then she wasn’t sure. She
thought she’d better think about it
She hung up her coat, poured herself
a glass of white wine and sat down in
the dark kitchen to think. The oval of
her face reflected in tbe window was
distorted by tbe glass, M) that her sti
was pale, her eyes were holes and her
cheeks were sunken. She did not feel
pale, hollow or sunken. She felt just
6ne.
I love you like ten thousand freight
h-Sills.

This was like saying:
I love you to little bits.
Who wants to be loved to linlc bib?
?hat was like saying:
I love you to death.
Who wants to be loved to death?
I love you Iii ten thousand freight
tins.
Whowantstobelovedlikeorbya
freigkr train?
The more she thought about it, the
more she realieed that she knew a
ulu or two about tins; raihadii
relentlessness.
DREAMTXFJN
As a young girl growing up in Winnipeg, Leslay lived in an Insul-brick
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bungalow three doors from the train
tracks, a spur line leading to Genstar
Feeds. Trains travelled the spur line
so seldom that whenever one passed
in the night. it would usually wake her
up with its switchii and shunting, its
steel wheels squealing on the froaan
rails. She would lie awake listening in
her little trundle bed (it wasn’t really a
trundle bed, it was just an ordinary
twin bed. but every night at eight
o’clock, her mother, Amelia, would
say. “Come on, little one, time to tuck
you into your littie trundle bed.9
Lesley liked to imagine that the
train outside was not a freight tram,
hut a real tin, a passenger hain: the
Super Continental carrying dignified
wealthy people as carefully as if they
were eggs, clear across the country in
its plush coaches, the conductors in
their serious uniforms graciously
bringing around drinks, pillows, and
magazines. She imagined the silver
coaches cmisbrg slowly past, all lit up,
the people inside riding backwards,
eating, sleeping, playing cards with
just their heads showing, laughing as
if this were the most natural thing in
the world. She imagined that the
Super Continental could go all the way
from Vancouver to St. John’s (never
mind the Gulf of St Lawrence -there
must he a way around it) without stop
ping once.
If the trabr on the spur line did not
actually wake Lesley up, then it slid instead into her dreams, disguised as a
shaggy behemoth with red eyes and
silver hooves, shaldng the snow from
its curly bmwn fur as it pawed the
rails and snorted steam.
TRAINTBACRS
As a teenager, Lesley walked along
the train tracks every morning to
Glengarry Heights High School. On
the way, she usually mot up with a boy
named Eric Henderson, who was two
grades older and dressed all year
round in tided blue jeans, a teeshirt
and a black leather jacket with studs.
Occasionally he condescended to the
cold weather by wearing a pair of
black gloves.
After a couple of weeks, Eric took to
waiting for Lesley on the tracks where
they crossed her street He would be
leanbrg against the signal lights smoking, when she came out her front
door. The r never walked home together at four o’clock because, even
though Lesley sometimes loitered at
her locker hoping, Eric was never

around at that’time, having, she assumed, other, more interesting, more
grown-up things to do after school.
Every morning Lesley and Eric
practised balancing on the rails with
their arms outstretched and they complained about the way the tnr-coated
ties were never spaced quite right for
walkbrg on. Leaiey kept her ears open,
looking over her shoulder every few
minutes, just in case. Her mother,
Amelia, had often warned her, “‘Don’t
get too close to a moving train or
you’ll get sucked rmdw.”
Sometimes Eric would line up
bright pennies on the silver rails so
the train would come and flatten them.
Lesley would watch for the pennies on
her way home from school, would
gather them up and save them, thin as
tinfoil, in a cigar box she kept under
the bed. She never put pennies on the
tracks herself because she was secretly afraid that they would cause a de
railment and the train would come top
pling off the tracks, exploding as it
rolled down the embankment, demolishing her house and her neighbouts’
houses and everythii in them. It was
okay though when Eric did it, because
somehow he could he both dangerous
and charmed at the same time.
Every morning Eric told Lesley
about what he’d done the night before.
Lesley was not expected to reciprocate, which was just as well, since all
she ever did in the evenbrg was home
work and dishes and talk on the
phone.
One Monday morning Eric said he’d
gone to the Gardens on Saturday night
to see the Ike and Tina Turner Revue.
He said ‘llna Turner was the sexiest
woman in the world and the way she
sang was like making love to the microphone right there on stage. He said
he thonght he’d die just watching her
and all the other guys went crazy too.
On the phone every night after sup
per, Lesley told her new best friend,
Audrey, every little thing Eric had said
to her that morning, especially the
way he’d said, “I like your new haircut
a lot,.” and then the way he’d winked at
krer& the hall between hmtory and
“Do you think he likes me?” she
asked Audrey over and over again.
“Of course he likes you, silly! He
Q&W&S PU!”
This went on all fall. all winter, all
spring, until the raging crush which
Lesley had on Eric Henderson could
;;othmg, It seemed, hut true hue

The week before final exams, Eric
asked Audrey to the last school dance.
Lesley spent the night of the dance
barricaded in her bedroom, lying on
the rloor with the record player hlasting Tma Turner at top volume. She
propped a chair against the door and
would not let her parents in. She was
mad at them too: at her father,
Howard, because he’d laughed and
said, ‘You’ll get over it. pumpkin!“;
and at her mother, Amelia, because
she was old and married, probably
happy, probably didn’t even remember
what love was really like, probably
hadn’t explained thii properly in the
first place, should have warned her
about more than tight trains.
She would, Lesley promised herself
savagely, spend the entire smnmer in
her room, learning all the lyrics to
Tma Turner’s songs and reading fat
Russian novels which were all so satis
fyingly melancholy, so clotted with
complications and despair, and the
characters had so many diierent diicult names. Especially she would
reread Anna Kareaino arId memorize
the signal passage where Anna decides to take her own life.
And all at onca she thought of tba
III;; &shed by the hats the day she
had first met Vronsky. and she knew
what she had to do.
And I will punish him and eseapa
kom’e&ryone and from myself . .
And exactly at the moment when
th; &w behwen the wheels came op
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posita her. she dropped the red bag, and
drawing her head back into her sbonl-

dera, fell on her hands under the carrisgs, and lightly, as though she would
rise again at once. dropped on to her
knees. . .
. . . She tried to get up, to drop backwardsz but something hugs and marciless struck her on the head and rolled
her on her back. . .
And the light by whiih she had
r&i tjle book 6Ued with tmubles. tiehoods, sorrow, and evil, flared up more
brtghtly tbas aver before. light4 up for

her all that had been in darkness, tlickered. began to grow dim. and was
quaachsd forever.

And she would probably carve Eric
Henderson’s initials into her thigh
with a ballpoint pen, and she would
probably not eat anything either, except maybe unsalted soda crackers,
and she would not wash her hair more
than once a week, and she would stay
in her pyjamas all day long. Yes she
would. She would Inlcgeish. And for
sure she would never ever ever aver
fall in love or have a best hiend ever
again so long as she lived, so help her.
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NIGHTTRAlN

When Lesley moved away kom home
at the age of 21. she took the train because there was an air strike that summer. Her parents put her on’ the train
in Winnipeg with a brown paper bag
full of tuna sandwiches and chocolate
chip cookies, with the three-piece luggage set they’d bought her as a goingaway present. and a book of crossword
pusales to do on the way. They were
all weeping lightly, the three of them:
her parents, Lesley assumed, out of a
simple sadness, and herself, out of an
lntosicating combination of excitement and anticipation, of new-found
freedom and. with it, fear. She was,
she felt, on the brink of everything important. She was moving west to Alberta, wldch was booming.
Seated across the aisle of coach
number 3003 (a good omen, Lesley
thought. as she had long ago decided
that three was her lucky number) was,
by sheer coincidence, a young man
named Arthur Hoop who’d given a let
ture at the university in Winnipeg the
night before. His topic was nuclear
disarmament and Lesley had attended
because peace was one of her most ehduring interests.
After an hour or so, Lesley worked
up enough courage to cross over to
the empty seat beside hi and say, “1
really loved your lecture.” Arthur
Hoop seemed genuinely pleased and
invited her to join him for lunch in the
club car. Lesley stashed the brown
bag lunch under the seat in front of
hers and followed Arthur, swaying and
bobbing and grinning, down the whole
length of the train.
Arthur Hoop, up close, was interesting, amiable and affectionate, and his
eyes were two different colours, the
left one, blue, and the right one,
brown. Arthur was on his way back to
Vancouver where he lived with a
woman named Laura who was sleep
ing with his best friend and he,
Arthur, didn’t know what he was going
to do next. Whenever the train
stopped at a station for more than five
minutes, Arthur would get off and
phone ahead to Vancouver where
Laura, on the other end, would either
cry. yell or hang up on him.
Ey the time the train pulled into
Regina, Lesley and Arthur were holding hands, hugging and having another beer in the club car, where the waiter said, “You hvo look so happy, you
must be on your honeymoon!*
Lesley and Arthur giggled and giggled, and then, like fools or like chid-

dren playing house, they shyly agreed.
The next thing they knew, there was a
red rose iu a silver vase on their table
and everyone in the car was buying
them drinks and calling out, %ongmtulations!” over the clicking of the
train. Arthur kept hugging Lesley
against him and winking, first with the
brown eye, then with the blue.
They spent the dark hottrs back in
Arthur’s coach seat, snuggling under a
scratchy grey blanket, kissing and
touching and curling around each
other like cats. Lesley was so wrapped
up io her fantasy of how Arthur would
get off the train I@ her in Calgary or
how she would stay on the train with
him all the way to Vancouver and how,
either way, her real life was about to
begin, that she hardly noticed how
brazen they were being until Arthur
actually put it in, shuddered and
clutched her to him.
Lesley wept when she got off the
train in Calgary and Arthur Hoop wept
too, but stayed 00.
From her hotel room, Wesley wrote
Arthur long sad letters and ordered up
hamburgers and Chinese food from
room service at odd hours of the day
and night. On the fourth night, she
called her mother collect in Winnipeg
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and cried into the phone because she
felt afraid of everything and she wanted to come home. Her mother, wise
Amelia, said, “Give it two weeks before you decide. You know we’ll always take you back, pumpkin.”
By the end of the hfo weeks, Lealey
had a basement apartment iti- small
town called Ventura, just outside of
the city. She also had two job interviews, a kitten named Calypso, aud a
whole new outlook on life. She never
did hear from Arthur Hoop and she
wondered for a while what it was
about trains, about men. the hypnotic
rhythm of them, relentless, unremitting and irresistible, the way they
would go straight to your head, and.
when would she ever learn?
It wasn’t long before she was laughing to herself over what Arthur must
have told the other passengers,when
she left him flat like that, on their hon-
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Wkat ast odd, stunted family tkat root on& has no
kid words, bzrt also no gestwes’
By Elleanop Wachtel
Barfoot’s lirst book, Abm (which won
the W. H. Smith/Books in Canada Fkst
Novel Award over a decade ago) was
about escape from family. Its 4Syear-old
heroine leaves a perfectly good husband,
two children, a dog, and a comfortable
suburban home to hole up in a cabin in
northern Ontario. Even when confronted
nine years later by her 18-year-old
daughter, Abra chooses to stay alone in
the country. Barfoot said she wanted to
explore what might have happened had
Atwood’s hemine in Su#acing remained
behind, to write about someone who
doesn’t go back, but cao live in isolation.
Abra was translated into German and
French; when it was published in Bngland, it was called Coining Ground,
which spelled it out. (It was favourably
reviewed in the ?%nas Literary SuppkawIt.)
Dancing in the Dark, Barfoot’s next

I3 THERE anytbll new that csn be said
about the family? That happy ones are all
alike and unhappy ones make good mw
els? It is perhaps surprismg that in late
’80s North America the family has become the focus of public as well as personal politics. At the same tirde that it is
being exposed as a cmcible of violence
- maybe the most consistently violent
peacetime venue - it, has become emblematic of conservatism. Tbe family as
bulwark @“St godless America. To be
pm-family has come to mean an&choice,
homophobic. even fundamentalist
How did we lose that word to the reactionaries? Can it be reclaimed and rehabilitated? Novelists, especially women
writers. continue to map its dive&y, to
trace its folds and ambiguities, its ineluctable hold on the psyche. They pursue a “domestic” cbzomference first delineated by Jane Au&en. In fiction, the
family is alive and plumlistlc. And this is
v/hat i&goes Joan Barfoot - most evidently in Far;@ Nans, her fourth novel.
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novel, revolved around the housewife
who stayed - and went mad. Edna, ilc
45year-old heroine, invests everything
in r;lmily and the home, complete with
crumb-free toaster and spotless silverware. When she discovers her husband
is involved with hi secretary, she carves
him up with her tomato knife, then
wipes it clean before putting it away.
After all, Edna followed the rules. She
chose safety in maniage, and was betrayed.
Family was again at the centre of Barfoot% last novel, my favomite. Dust /or
The - three -&erations oi worn&.
And unlike the earlier two, which were
singleperspective monologues, here the
voice is split, with chapters alternating
between an obese myear-old widow and
her 59-year-old daughter, who looks
after her. me third generation, a gmnddaughter, is present only by her knmiq ent anival.) Men have left thii famii,
through death or departure. What remains is ambivalence, duty, and the
claustrophobia of familial love, or what
the Southern U.S. writi Robb Forman
Dew has called, “the desp&ng sensation of homesickness that aMlcts adults
who are. in fact, home:’
In Family News, Barfoot expands the
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viewpoint further. She still has ‘a 4syear
old herniae (cmious, that), but the story
is told also tirn the perspective of her
Xl-year-old daughter Lizzie, and Lb&e’s
45year-old father, Teddy. Each chapter
begins with a clipping ostensibly tirn a
newspaper. a blaarre account of families
of one sort or another. And each chapter
ends wltb ao allusion back to that clip
ping. filtered by the sensibility of the
patlicular murator.
In an lntervlew a couple of years ago,
Joan Barfoot, who’s worked for newspapers since high school (from her home
town Owen Sound Sun-Times to the
Toronto Sunday Sun, and currently, the
London Fmc Press), acknowledged the
limitations of journalism. T&log about
how she started to tite fiction in hei
early 308, she said, ‘I realized that lf I
wanted to write the sort of stories that
interested me, I was going to have to
make them up myself.”
In Fomilj, News. she does both - a
novel about family and a series of
quirky, evocative “hard news” stories.
The iirst one, for example, concerns two
elderly sisters who are crushed when
the collection of newspapers lining their
house caves in. They’d stacked thousands of papers and had to tunnel
through the house from room to room
on their hands and koees. This oddity
prompts Susannah, the middle-aged
woman at the centre of Family Netus, to
re&ct on her own sister and the very
separate lives thee chosen to lead. not
cozily connected inside a womb of
newsplint
Susaonah is a freelance journtist who
writes prbnarlly for women’s magazines.
Although she once dreamed of being a
glamorous foreign correspondent, she
now does ua diRerent sort of battle reportage: dispatches from the field of de
me& &ups; mmoors &om the front
lines of distress.” When we meet her.
she’s worklog on a pmfile of Id+ Lovender, Woman of the Year for Awm magazine. Ida was brutalized by her first hua
band. who threw a pot of boiling water at
her. Ida’s visible scars - “one side of
her face purple and patched, skin puckered, the eye on that side squinting” will be a shock to the magazine’s editor,
committed to featming her on the cover.
Susmmah compares thii with what she
thinks of as her own invisible scars, also
etched by family
When Susaonah was nearing 30, she
decided to create her own small family
by having a child. She chose her old
boyhlend, Teddy, a confirmed bachelor,
to be the father and seduced him by
wearing black velvet at a candlelight and
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nine dinner. Mission accomplished,
headstrong Susannah went back to her
“~vbitebread” small hometown to tellher
folks to prepare to be grandparents.
They disowned her. Her father called
her a slut, her mother followed her fathet’s lead. and her older sister told Susannah she’d be a bad infhtence on her
ovm children. None of them talked to Sussnnah for 14 years. As the novel opeus,
Sussnnah’s father has died and she snd
Lizzie go home for the funeral For
Lizzie. her small family doubles
ovcmight when she meets a brand new
grandmother and aunu
What an odd, stunted family, though,
that not only has no kind words, but also
no gestures. Their estrangement can .
hardlybcjustenmtkrofai%wmomeuts
of Mry years ago. then. There must be a
strong sod continuiog thread of swamtion that reaches beyond memory. I%+
uangement as a bond - now there’s a
piece of family absurdity.
While Susaonah and Lizzie recomm&
with the psst, Teddy, an aging womauin
er, finds himself seeking family, or at
least a good woomao to take care of hi.
A politically active artist who paints
street people, Teddy is arrested while
demonstrating outside the American
consulate. During the five days he

spends in jail, he decides he wants to formally lbnit his freedom by marrying a
nurse he recently met and perhaps have
another child. Teddy is Barfoot’s first
male hero and she’s created a pleasaot,
somewhat shallow man, vain. self-conscious, and egotistical. Perhaps we are
still getting Susannah’s viewpoint, after
all. Liszie, on the other hand. seems a little too good. Here, the import would
seem to be that csrehrll~ chosen fmnilies, however compact, &e best
Fanzilv News is a detailed, slowly told
etory, n&h overlapping perspectives on
not very much happening. The dialogue
isn’t always sure, but the writing is
heartfelt and unadorned, as for example
in Susannah’s Snal musings:
It does seem to be a matter of the small
tbii au emphasis on the rich, sad. terrible, joy&l, and irretrievable detuils. all
the stories and voices and moments of
touch. They may have separate wonders
of their owe, but they do also add up finally to a few enormous things. Like
death. like Iwe
The quietness of the story is punctuated by tire sensationalism of the clippings. fmd the ordinary can never quite
compete. Dltlmately, truth - even ap
parent truth - is not only shnoger dmu
Edion, but more compelling. 0

Futwologists plot our lives in advance, limit&? our ideas
of what cam or cartnot be done. Their rationalizations
are little more than an attempt at control
IBy Brian Favimtt
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IN THE 20th cenhuy,

Gdurology has become bii business in more ways than
most of us are aware of. IVe remember
the Gyro Gearloose cartoons of cities of
the future that used to appear on the
back covers of comic books, and daytime radio, television, and the tabloids
are nom full of technocratic pronounce
ments by media tidurologista like FYsnk
Ogden. While tha!!s pretty silly sti it
shouldn’t trick us into thiing that ub
futurology is inconsequential. It has a
side that is deadly serious, and has
gained sn entraordkmry degree of intluence over our world. Most of that influ-

ence, accordii to Max Dublht’s brilliant
analysis of this largely subliminal or
covert industry, has been socially and
cu1hnally destructive. And its influence
isgrowhrg.
Max Dublin is not this year’s John

Naisbitt. and FutweHvbs is not this
&rk vekiin of Meg&&&. h fact, the

book is the antidote to the recent deluge
of finurology tomes that instruct us on
everytbiog 6vm how to cash in on eco
nomic chaos to how to induce a state of
moral aud intellectual coma io the rhce
of nuclear inssnity. Dublin himself (who
teaches at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, in Toronto) might be
the first major social and cybernetic
thm!/cer~rge in Canada since MarUnlike the bften flighty McLuhan.
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Dublin sets out to delineate the present
crisis, not to unfold the grand scheme of
the future. His research is remarkably
untrammelled (and ontrampled) by sacred cattle - a ram delight in itself and the range of his knowledge is wide
snd heterodox. Yet the erudition is unobtrusive, as befits a man who looks to
George Orwell rather than James Joyce
for his intellectusl method.
FntnrcHype begins by outlining the
pathology of futurology by examining its
psychological and ideological bases,
both in the West and in the Soviet bloc.
In tracing it back to a common root in
Hegel’s impulse to eliminate continpency. Dublin is no kinder to Max&m’s
strain of futurology than to our own.
From there, he looks at the effects of futurological thinking in its three most intluential spheres of activity: education,
health, and military planning. In the
rather frightening section on military
planning, he demonstrates with starding
clari$ that madness and logic are not
enemies but txtis. As a bonus, his arguments charbroil people like Henry
Kissinger and Herman Kahn without
mercy. The analyses of educational and
health futurology are no less
penetrating.
Hera’s the basic argument of Fsrhrrr
H_v$s (cith apologies to the author for attempting to summarize an enormously

rich and complex text in so short a
space). At the core of all futurology,
Dublin argues, is first and foremost a
logic, and an essentially brainless proclivily towards worship of the exclusionary powers logical fulfilment offers.
What we are trading, in our enthusiasm
for futurology, is our capacity to integrate contingencies and to make the humane contextualiitions on which civilized behaviour has always depended.
II . . .prophecy today,” Dublin writes,
can be rq@ed as being no man than
an attempt by self-appointed axparts to
rationalire the h~ture. along with sverythii else under the sun. Rationalization
today has become little more than an attempt to order and control just about w

erything by pressing it into the mold of
formal logic, and into the pslhy calculus
of formal means geared toward the
achiavsment of whst usually turn out to
he axtrcmaly nsrrow ends. In the pm
cess of trying to fit eve&ii into thii
mold, we are constantly deluding ourselves about what can and cannot be
done
in&d social; economic, and military
planning over the last four decades have
been binary extrapolations of what is already visibly happening. Nearly always
the predictions have been linear extensions of short-term trends, and some-
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imes they have been logarithmic exlrap
dations. They’re also imbued with a
langerously aggressive and inhumane
dnd of stupitily, and their power tends
D engender the same in us. They enaurage us to live in au srtbicially nsr7nv future, moving us past the complexiies of the present, to the exploitation of
short-term opportunitiei that have a
Iemonstrated tendency to blow up in
mr collective and b$vidusl faces when
~nrrow actually arrmx He concludes
The attack on human freedom by modern prophecy is perhaw the most disturbing aspect of fummlogy. Squeezed
behnrean the “tsrror of hist& and the
“tyranny of prophecy,” people today. . :
6nd they have little room to manoeuwe.
No wonder our prophets appeal as Orwell observed, to OUT fear and our craw
ing for power: these ars precisely the
d&;;;Lthat donunata those who feel
The truth of the matter is that Dublin
a prophet, but not a h~turologist. In the Old Testament, pmphets
~yere usually slightly crazed and cranky
wtsiders who excoriated the tribe for
heir sinfulness and lack of foresight,
and made dire predictions about what
would happen if they didn’t clean up
their act. Among them, the prophet
feremiahwastbecraokiesrbuthewas
also perhaps the best info&ed. He was
kmd of sim atop the bills overlooldng
the encampment. a vsntage point that allowed him to see the idiotic behaviour of
his compahiots, and, off in the distsnce,
the smoke and dust of the oncoming
barbariana
That orettv much describes Dublin’s
position: YetwFufu&Ij$s is considerably
more than a jeremiad. For all hi brilliance and insight into a dangerous situation, Dublin exercises a profound sense
of humour, and at key points in his arguments he has the good instinct to expose
what is ridiculous with wit and laughter,
albeit without Ming anyone or anything
off the hook..The result is a highly readable book that is of great penetration
and urgency.
As a former urban planner, I’d recommend%hat this book be made compuls*
ry reading for anyone involved in the
profession as either a student or a functionary. I suspect that FrrtrmmHy#s’s pertinence to other professions, given the
general crisis of method our society is
mired in, is equally crucial. For the gen- .
erd reader, at whom the book is accurately and accessibb aimed. there is a
wealth of insights about our socie$ tiihts that no one else has expressed
quiuite so clearly.
So buy this book Read it from cover
to-.0
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in 1986 it was one of
our more perverse pleasures
BACK

at the breast table to mad
LaviTence Martin’s rookie column from Moscow in the
Clo!L2 and Afofcril. What stupendously name observation
would he have to make this
day about Soviet society-its
agreeable orderliness? its
souIfulnesa2 its heart-warming
collectivemindedness?
Granted, Martin had a worthy aim: to break Can&l
dependence on American
media interpretations of the
Evil Empire, to deliver some
thing other tbau tbe ‘stereotype story” of the ‘goddamned dissidents,” as Ben
Bradlee. ennui-ridden editor
of the Washington Post, put it,
to uncover for himself the astonishing revelation that Ru4
sians don’t have fangs. I’m
sorry to say, however, that
having a Canadian in a
Moscow bureau doesn’t guarantee us a perceptive or
thoughtful alternative ac-

ceunr

There Is one enormous dlf-

krence lu Martin’s perapeo
tive between those initially
artless columns and the book
he has wrllten after Snlshll
his three-year stint in
Moscow: he no longer tries to
cover up for the sheer awfulnessofeve.rydaylXeintheheSo-

vlet Union. In fa& he admits
to “ties of jmigemeur and
goes on to give a vivid and
pungent report of its misery at
tbe level of the food shop, the
restaurant, the provincial
hllhway. But this is the standard stuff of travellers’ accounts, not to mention of the
current Soviet press itself.
More interesting are his
out-of-the-ordinary experiences. May Day, 1986, for ex-

ample, when local television
gave 55 minutes to coverage
of the o%ial parade, and less
than a minute to Chomobyl
(the usual spelling, Chernobyl, is a Russian variaut of
the name of this Ukrainian
city). His visit to Kabul, where
hewasadvlaadtolookasunRussian as possible to avoid
being beaten to death by an
Afghan citizen. His visit to
Magadan in Siberia, a city
where no one would talk to
him about the slave labour
that had toiled ln tbe nearby
gold mines.
Judging from hll conversations wltb all kinds of folk
from ,collective-farm man-s to prostitutes, he seems
to have covered quite a bit of
so&I terrltow, although ifs
by no means clear how many
of these contacts were casual
and how many he spoke to
without an interpreter. He is a
genial narrator. But halfway
through the book I began to
6nd hls breezy, pewhis tone
a little irritating, hll ludlscriminate piling up of glasnost
anecdotes wearing. Martin
sees all, hears all, but hasn’t a
very good idea what to do
with it.
16ud it appalllug, for example, that a journalist who
spent three yesrs in the Soviet
Union falls to note that the official celebration of the Millennium of Christianity in
Russia (sic) was a usurpation
of an event that belonged to
Kiev, in Ukraine, and to tbe
suppressed Ukrainian Orthodox church, a suppression he
liiwise fails to note in his
tender admiration of the
Kremlin’s “freab face” turned
to religion. That he talks
about the ‘ethnic” passion
and turmoil of the Armenians
and Aaerbaijauis in the same
paragraph lu which he refers
to the 198 nationalities of the
Soviet Union, as though these

were squabbling grouplets of
minorities rather than nations
in struggle with the bonds of
empire. That he has recourse
to that patron&lug bromide of
bored westerners abroad in
the laud of the savage: that
Russians, not yet ‘spoiled” by
technology. are ‘closer to the
soil. closer to litmature, capable of mnning greater depths
of feeling,” etc., as though
this were something other
than a people made to endure
chronic shortages, economic
underdevelopment and termris&on of their very self-expresslou. in language, in litcrature, in personal relations.
To lake relief, as Martin does,
in their lack of “materialism”
is to demonstrate foolishness
as well as condescension:
while Martin blisses out on
commercial-free Soviet televlsion programming, the boys
and girls of Khreschatyk
Boulevard lay out hard-earned
rubles for T-shirts that say
Coca-Cola.
But all these materials are
background; foregrounded lu
tbe book in unwavering, dz+
sling light is Mikhail Gorbachev. ‘Fmm day one,” Martin writes, ‘I had taken a
highly positive line on Gorbachev. My instIm% told me
to believe him. . . .” One
could wish of a journalist,
even a perspicacious Canadisn one, a more rigorous guide
than hls lustluctual self. Some
superego is in order here as
we encounter, over and over
again, without the slightest
note of enquiry or even skep
ticlsm, the White Tornado of
the Kremlin, this bolt of pure
energy, passionate idealism,

to ti to understand his man,
a mistake that Soviet journalists do not make: far from
bea a revolutionary or even
a maverick, Gorbachev b the
establishment tbe Party setretary who has appointed
more KGB alumni to the Politburo than anyone before him,
a cm~trlst trying to cover both
flanks, and a post-Stalinist
whose realization of the oecessity of changing the system comes hrn the system’s
breakdown. not from the
needs of his own personalily.
Secondly, Martin shows, by
tbe very title of the book, little
sense of history - how sodetles get from A to B. In his
view, Gorbachev is the Great
Tsar who will take matters
into his own hands, banish
the bad advisers and sign the
decrees liberating the peasants. In thls dew, the 72 mB
lion particlpauts iu 40,ooO unofficial grassroots groups do
not exist, there are no teargassed miners, arrested
Helsinki monitors, underground worshippen, exiled
schoolteachers, dead poets all those unsung citizens
whose collective and accumulated experience, “in the
depths,” of self-organization.
resistance, and imagination
made titb wltb a reconstructed Soviet reality long before
the glittery arrival of the
Great Red Hope and his noisy
retinue. 0

lng up the Staibdst m&s in all
comers of the realm. Or as
Martlnreferstohimblallse
rlousness: the Great Red
Hope.
This is not to deny the
heroic effort of those elements of the political leadershipseeldngto&agtheso+
et Union lute the 1960s. But
MartInmakeshvob3rgemlPtakes, it seams to me. One is
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SJhN VIRGO is a restless writ-

er who thrives on challenge.

He does not, for example, restrict himself to aslugle form:

he has published poetry,
short stories, and a novel.
Womwood is his most recent
collectIon of short 6ctlon. and
lt benefits from the author’s
experience in other forms.

Like poems, these stories are
condensed and highly polished. But they also have the
narrative power of much
longer works.
iibrmmood is a book’ that
can iiteraiiy take the reader%
breath away, primarily because of the shattering intensity of some of the stories,
and because of the astonishing breadth of the xvriter’s
imagination and craft. The
stories here are haunting.
beautiful. intense, natmaiistic.
mythic, occasionally funny,
kequentiy disturbing. aiways
credible. aiways absorbing.
Let’s start with diversity. In
10 stories, Virgo takes the
reader fmm Ontario’s small
towns and cottage country,
across the Canadian prairie to
the west coast, then outward
to Ireland, to Meianesia, to a
nameless (but vividly real)
Third World battleground.
Nothing is lost here: every
wodd is fuiIy reaifced, largely
because the author has an eye
(and an ear, and a nose this is a very sensual book)
for the telling detail.
His people rang.2 from the
very young to very old; they
are male and female. stupid,
clever, sensitive, brutai. Four
of the stories are told in the
Rrst person, and the four muraters are ail very different
from one another, and all
utterly convincing. They sre,
in turn, a writer visiting the
Soiomons, a self-educated
water diier on ihe prairies,
a young man being held in
custody in Ireland for possession of a gun. and Lilith,
drawn from the h&id, yampireiike woman of Jewish iegend. It is possible, I tbii. to
tune in to the voices anywhere and know xvhich story
you’re in. Piper, the prairie
rainmaker, pauses after his
first Rood of narrative to say,
“That has to be the most
words I ever set dovrn on
paper since I quit school.”
Lilith opens the story named
for her with these words: ‘I
woke to the cry of the stones.
The moisture that seeps
through my wslis was csiiing
me.”
There is equaiiy a remarkable variety of tone and subject here. “Aiex,” for example,

is an aging Dkrainian immigrant to Canada whose past
and present don’t add up to a
manageable whole. his deafness a symbol of his inability
to understand the world that
has changed around him.
“Snake Oil,” based on an
atrocity that occurred in
Cuatemaia in 1982, is a horri&ing depiction of man’s hlhuma&y. Both stories are absoiutev crediiie. One of Krgo’s
strengthsisthathecantake
the reader into lives and
places far, far removed from
the reader’s own, and make
the reader say, “Yes, this is
how it must be. This is how
life feels.” “Running on
Bmpiy” is a wickedly funny
tail tale about (among other
things) looking for rain in the
dmught-sbicken prairies and
Ruding love (more or less) instead. Life feels like thii, too.
Unity is not a necessary
virtue of short story coliections, though the presence of
some ties that bind is aiuays a
bonus. What, if anything,
holds this book together?
First, the wonderful crag of
the writer, the sheer techuicai
achievement. of the prose itself. Consider, for example,
the opening lines from “The
Running of the Deer”:
The air outside the church
was aliie and sparkiing. Ice
motes swarmed, winking.
around the ciouds of breath
on the steps, and the sidawalk and ears were aglint
with hoar frost, the bare
trees furred with iL In one

hour, the world had changed.
The prose is rhythmic without
drawing attention to its
rhythm. The brevity of the
concluding sentence mirrors
the brevity of the time it
means to convey. Words iike
‘sparkling” and “winking”
and, more surprisingly.
‘aglint” convey perfectly the
interplay of light and frozen
air. This is a story about amoug other things - the
passage of time. The opening
paragraph introduces the

reader to that mystery without hitting him over the head
with it. Fmsliy. one can’t help
noticing the importance of the
natural world in this little
cimrch-porch scene, more es
peciaily the wonderful aiiveness of the “furred” trees, the
%warmI& ice-motes.
What holds the book together, besides fine writhtg?
Primarily it is the recurrence,
within the rich variety, of certain themes and images. Aimost aii the stories touch in
some way on the relation of
man to nature. In some (most
notably, perhaps, the title
story) there is a, ciear conflict
between the forces of civiliiation and the forces of the
wilderness. In others (such as
‘Running on Empty” or
‘LiIith”i there is a mythic
sense of the deep interpenetration of human and natural
forces. Animals figure very
largely in these stories, not aiways as obviously as the
metaphorical “iguanas” of
“Snake Oil” or the iiterai bear
of Wormwood.” Bears, incidentaily, are glimpsed in the
shadows of these stories often
enough to serve as a kind of
totemic device.
The other major theme
here is change. The stories
&equently de.4 with people in
moments of crisis, trying to
adapt to new - and sometimes shocking - realities.
There is also historical
change: charactws remember
or pursue their pasts. An important recurring idea is that
of alteration: the bear in
“Wormwood” identifies the
paimid presence of humaoity
by the ‘altered” things. The
lie of the miracle worker of
“Snake Oil” was changed
when, in his tenth year, “the
unclouded voice of alterations
had come to hi.”
Is there anything not to
like? Yes. I hope that Sean
Virgo is better served by his
editors and his proof-readers
in his next book. He desenres
to be. It may seem churlish to
complain about typographicsi
faults, but they are so freequent in thii book that I found
myself regularly being taken
from the story. A story is a
spell, a ritual, made of words_
A word that doesn’t make

sense breaks the spell, disrupts the rituai. and takes the
reader from inside the story
back to the surface. I was
taken to the surface so oRen
by typos in this book that I
started to get the bends. It is
very frustrating to be awakened from Virgo’s powerful
dreams by ‘writte.m,” “appolo
giee,” “venemous.” “priveiege,” ‘termor,” ‘amd,”
‘asiu.” And the editor who did
not tell Sedn Virgo that the
word ‘aidghr is ao ungainly,
distracting blot on the page
. did both the writer and his
readers a real disservice.
What’s happening at Exile
Editions? People who are
smart enough to publish a
book this good should be
smart enough to keat it wkh
the care it deserves.
lbii is a splendid coiiection
of stories by a writer at the
peak of his form. Or maybe
that’s not fair to say. There
may be greater challenges
and achievements yet to
come. Better to say, perhaps,
that for now there are peaks
enough in Wormwood to satisztie.U most demanding

ByBarbamNo~ak
AFERnIEFIRE
byJan. Rule
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R!JLATIONSIiIFS - between
friends. lovers. or family
members - are-at the he&
of Jsne Rule’s fiction. Yet her
no& are about individuals,
not reiadonshipsxiie reminds
us that relationships have no
existence apsrt from the peopie who form them.
&?rr the Firs begins with a
death and ends some nine
months later with a bii. lbe
relationship that results in
this birth is a virtual nonevent, over before the novel
begins, sigmlkaot only in that
it created a new Me. At the
other extreme is the reialionship between Henrietta and
Hart In just a few deftly written passages, Rule conveys

.

the depth of low and respect,

of interdependence and cornmitment, that forms the basis
of their long and successful
ma&g& And with great sensitivity, compassion, and even
humour she portrays the couflicts that arise for Henrietta
when. through illness, the
man she loves gradually turns
into a strauger. Bhe visits hi
regularly on the mainland,
where he now iives in an extended-care facility.
Behveen these extremes of
indifference and love lies a
wide range of emotional connections among the characters who people @or the Fire.
At the eentre of the novel is
30-year-old Karen Tasuki,
who is struggling to learn
hov: to live alone. having fled
Vaucouver at& the end of au
eight-year love atihir. Here on
one of the Gulf Islands she
has several possible mle models. There’s the abowmentioned Henrietta who lives
alone. her spirits sustaiued by
memories of her husband
when he was still healthy
Wholly accepting what had

Kamu recoils fmm Milly, a
woman in her mid4s, whose

divorce has letl her bitter and
petulaut, fuu of seif-righteous
certitude about how people
ought to behave. And Karen
befriends a young woman
named Bed, who is much better at giving than receiving,
aud only gradually leandng to
trust From her Karen learns
somethffg about the true nahue of friendship.
While Karen learns something from each of these
vmnu!n, as characters they au
develop and grow in their own
right There is nothing arbitrary or contrived in the plo$
it is utterly believable that a
group of people could it&tence one another ia precisely
the manner that these women
do. The changes they undergo are relatively gentle,
though significant. and are ail
the more realistic for that
Occasionally, however.
Rule’s control of the structure
fakers. The most ghuing example is where she ends one
chapter with Henrietta driving
off the ferry, having just returned
from the mainland,
happened to him and who he
and
begins
the next chapter
WI non might make visiting
back in time, with Henrietta
easier. but it would rob her of
still on the msiuland. And she
his companionship in her
does, occasionally. have a tenmind for all the time she was
dency as author to intrude iu
alone. She didn’t lie about his
condition even to herself, but
the narrative: but her intrushe put it out of her mind.
sions are so cleverly worded
(‘The healing wound of
From Henrietta. Karen learns Karen’s
pride had begun to
somethii about the transito- itch”) that they would withry nature of love.
stand even the most ruthless
Another island resident. the editorh pencil. 0
elderly Miss James, has always lived alone. Having run
away from her family (who
subsequently disinherited
her). she travelled ail over the
world. earning a living as a
teacher, until her retirement J3yErh Moud
on the island. Karen admires OUTIASINGTI1E
the nay Miss James has been IAWDSCAPE
able to make her own choices byttobertHlne3
and take pleasure in them.
Lwsil.+ma, %p%e& %.%#a&v
[Karen] was coming to un- osimv00206336171
derstand that if she was to INTIllS Bee. fin&. necessaw
have a life, it must be a delib poems ai heinp-vnitten and
crate one. The exercising of published by women, scrapchoice at every level still ing the edge of p&t%% and
seemed au exhausting and golitiqw off the abuses enunnatural business, like coi- dured in the hands of tathers
letting stage props before a
play could begin. But unless and brothers, the crucial
she begaa. she might wait in agony of discovering their ob
the wings of her own life jectness in this society. In
contrast, a search for the male
fewer.

aDff

poetic view uncovers [apart
from perhaps in the work of
Phil Hall) either sileuce (not a
fit subjact?) or a perpetuation
of the unexamined self that .
leads to the same kinds of re
lationships (the not-me syndrome). Not so, for the moat
part, I think, Robert Hilles’s
newpoems.
In his latest book, Hilles
traces a poetry of love for his
daughter Breanne. and this
poetry is suffused with trust
for the child, for the essential
and critical independence of
the child, the child never as
an empty vessel to be fdled
with the ideology of dominance/otherness that shores
up the maleness of tbii society. This trust, accompanied
by au examination of self and
a readiness to learn, on the
goti of Us writer, is the opp*
site of what occurs when the
father/child relationship is
stroctumd by a” evkleuci of,
a stain of, a circumtarcs of
power. For that matter, it is
the opposite of what occurs
when the poem is structured
by a cirmmstance of power,

the shored-up power of the
writer, hiding, the perfect
(mauipulatorJ repository of
clever%% or feeling.
Possibb because he doe&t
work with a rhetorknl, public
surface that screams fury at
the reader, Hflles’s previous
work (78s Surgrisr Ekmsnt,
1982; An Angel in ths Works,

1933) has gone reiativeiy uunoticed. Those who have noticed have appreciated his approach. Hilles, echoing the
West Coast poets Jack 3picer
and Bobii Blaser who have influenced and perturbed him.
isn’t interested br “the poem’
as iconic. lyrical whole where
the author disappears behind
aveiiof”M&g.“Asaresult
fJf in speaking of poetry one
can use such a locutionij his
work in longer sequential
fotms. using concentrated
pronouns and syntactic turns,

produces a quiet, meditative
tona in which the reader sees
theeyeO@tryingtospeak
itself without censoring its
own incompletion and decentredness. In Hilles’s love
poems the tigure of seif/puem

of
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is not “angel” but “angel in
the works.”
In O~~ttaslir~ the Lordscape,
Hilles has shrugged off the
need to even elicit an angel.
In these poems an experiential surface is used to explore
and meditate on the ua’turc of
eslstence, death, our relation
in language, the posslblllly of
intimacy, the tremoruus relb
tion of male parent (the father) and child (the daughter). TM charge.d words! His
approach is multifarious, not
based on a split bstweeu the
brain and body, and not centred in the father’s ego or lu
his unquestioned assumption
of “maleness.” It is Hilles’s
most fully realized work to
date: it is meditative but not
se&focused. rather is mated
deeply in the clutter of the
world (albeit a middle-class,
white. comfortably urban
v:orld in the western hemisphere). The poems are
durable as individual pieces,
but are not “closed-in” as a
book, as if he has brought the
skills.from the sequences of
his earlier work, the turns and
quiet rhythms, to extend the
individual poem past “Iyrical
completeness,” whlvhich is a lie
auyhow. Here the poems are
not lyrical fireworks where
the author disappears and
doesn’t admit his own effect
on ‘the view.”
The work is more narrative
than his earlier work and as
such feels at first more cnuventlonal But hi nanalive is
not used as a hook and line to
pull the readers through the
author’s magnb?ce”t insights,

which emerge I%&, as in a
fable by Aesop, in the final
lines Rather, the narratives of
the father and daughter, the
father and hi own father, the
possible failures of ‘fatherness.” emerge from the attentiveness to speech and words
and material evidence of the
world. Instead of on the story,
the poems focus on how
words and speech work, how
language can discuss any one
thing, or more than one tblng.

_

How anger, love, incapacity
are feelings that are intorhtied and must be admitted
and worked on.
A word that is repeatedly
worked around is “fragility,”
the fraglllty of humanness and
growth and love in the face of
tlie world, the fiaglllly of any
feeling in our approach toward death, of any gesture.
Thls mily, and his recoguitiou and admission of it reduces posturing to zero.
When Hilles does get to his
‘self,” it’s not as ego but as
left and right brain, i? two
po;mn for each side of

?Ytttitt brain eats what the
cannot con.ulme. IL slrrgr at
r&M
inside its cave ofboona
For mortks it doss not wakt.
Intmweti~ tke w&d in its

tip tho s.vstm

His animal poems, too, sre
speclab not the iconlc animals
of noise and power, the mammals who are safe because
they resemble im, but poems
tothehumaufimtheflyand
the ant, and from the human
to the crocodile. Of eourse,
like all such creations of the
imagination these voices
show more about the author’s
impulses and ideological constructs than about the ‘animal” who speaks, but Hilles
clearly uses this on purpose;
he is speaklug of himself, but
has chosen to do it by not
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making hlmself the cenhe. A can put on -like an old coat
A familiar coat. But a good
necessary awareness1
The only thing I’m hesitant coat, a coat made to last the
about in this collec!ion is the years, a coat that is never out
usual lyrical support for the of fashion, a coat to be adsocial slruclure of lhe middIe mired. This is a very good
class, white family, in which novel
But not flashv. It is written
the lyrlc/uon-lyric image and
base of “the family” is used about and perhaps for those
without questioning its prlvi- ofuswhollveinorgrewupln
lege. or its status as a doe small rural towns - with the
trine. Of course, one might garage, the hotel, the Bluewell argue, this is not the bird Restaurant, the feed
“goal” of the poems, nor can store, and the old man who
every poem engage in social talk to one another in grunts
critique. But there is some.- and pauses and frequently dia
thing alreadyin the vision of
‘the family” that, unques-

tioned, perpetuates one and
only one vision of family: the
hetero couple, their chiklreu.
Notallofusllveintheaeti-

lies, and we still pay taxes!
My ouly quibble. I don’t mean
to say Hilles’s poetry should
represent something for everyone, or speak outside of
his experience, but the hegemony of the image should at
least be named, noticed.
still. Hilles dors often ques
Bon the purpose and role of
wrltlng itself, and thus break
its ‘purity” of surface: ‘I am
trying to say what is beautiful
and what isn’t as if measuring
was a real instinct!” This
awareness of the false surface
of words helps him question
the power in relationships
with others: addressing his
daughter. in the poem ToTone
and Light,” he says: ‘My
daughter is not you,” knowing
what he has created does not
aud cannot over speak for her.
Leavfng her room to speak for
herself.
I respect that. How many

‘.

agree.
Alec Monkma” is one of
those men. He’s made a lot of
money witbout exactly meanlug to; he took it up to occupy

his mind after his wife died.
He’s a cantankerous old coot
(now), and his daughter Vera
ls equally stubborn. ‘Rvo of a
kind. Pot calling the kettle
black. When his wife died
Alec Monkman thought it
0ulyrEghtandnatumltotake
Vera out of high school to
keep house for him and the
boy, Earl. He “ever does see
he did anySug wrong. Vera
never forgives him, and runs
off (it is the middle of World

War Ill to join the Canadian
Women’s Army Corps and

makes her way as best she
canafterthat
One of her jobs is that of a”
usherette in a city clnoma,
where her mugh tongue is an
asset But the projectionist be
comes an unwanted suitor,
aud one of the funniest sceues
in the novel is the marriage
proposal he makes while
she’s hl ln the bathroom.
Moreover, he won’t take no
other Ports. and fattam, cm for an answer, and the ensuopen (IS much space os t/my lug pursuit leads to a broke”
shopwindow and Vera’s brief
take up? 0
but happy marriage to the
shopowner, a” educated, exotic (to Vera - he’s Jewish)
ma” who dies suddenly, leaving her with a so”. It is because she fears her son is
being corrupted by the city
(he’s wearing his hair in a
HOMESICK
DA., for heaven’s sake) that
she decides to retm-n home,
where she and the old man
don’t get along any better
than they ever did. You’ll
Guy Vanderhaeghe’s new probabIy recognize them:
novel Hmnsrick is a book that you1 know people like them.
youcanputon-someof”s
But that’s not the excel-
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of the novel is that Vanderhaeghe demonstrates that
there is no such thing as an
uumlxed motive or an uncomplicated emotion. Vera assumes her father has neglected her mother’s grave
because, to her mind, that’s
exactly the kind of thhtg he
would do. So with her son she
marches off to the cemetery
to put thll proper - only to
Snd that a new stone has been
erected and. what’s more, the
site has bee” carefully tended, and recently. She’s outraged. Her expectations have
been denied and her moral
conceit revealed.
And her father, although he
neither repents nor apologlees for taking her out of
high school, simply will not
play the villain. He’s kind and
generous to a number of aged
layabouts whom she wants to
sweep out of the house, including one Huff Driesen, a
foul-mouthed. lecherous.
drunken old diabetic. Old
Monkmau gives hbn his injections when Driese” is too
scared to go home and face
his daughter. So Vera ls persuaded to do the job (she
does) and old Huff exposes
himself (stupid old fool) and
she takes the broom to him and moves out of the house
with her SOIL
Alice Munro has demonstrated in her E&on that lifa
inasmallrumltownlshard
and frequently savage. There
isn’t the conrforting veneer of
urban civilization to induce
delusions about humanity.
But for Vanderhaeghe there
ls not only a great deal of general wickedness and stupidity
in a small town, but also (as
old Monkrnan and his grandson Daniel demonstrate)
some virtuous acts, and even
virtuous people. Mr. Stutz.
right-hand man to Alec
Monkman in his business enterprises, is such a person. He
is a Christian. Not a bornagalu Chrlstia”, not a prosely-
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tixer, but a quiet Christian
who, without sayktg so, dedicates his Me to serving others. He helps old Alec, night
and day. He helps Vera and
her son. You won’t find his
like ln too many modem norels, but he is not so rare as
you might think in small rural
towns.
If you have a background
anything like mine, you’ll.
probably enjoy Homesick for
its recognizable people and its
home truths. It is. as we expect horn Guy Vanderhaeghe,
extremely well written. But
the value of the novel is more
than that Vanderhaeghe set”
out to demonstrate virtue in
aU its dlf6c”lty. It ain’t easy either to achieve virtue or to
write about it. But Vanderhaeghe succeeds. It is a fine,
rare accompliient.
Not recommended for
urban postmodemlsts. 0
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October 27.1989 to March 25,199O
BvH.RPerw

395 Wellington St.
Ottawa
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

FRBQUBNTLY, during the earlier chapters of this biography, I had the feeling that I
was learning more about the
Me of Grabam Greene than I
cared to know (“He cut his
first tooth on 6 July 190.53,
and with some 750 pages and
another volume looming
ahead I read on with apprehension; yet by the end of the
book I found myself regretting there was not more.
One reason for my conversion was that the author
quotes copiously from the
wrMngs, bmludbrg the letters
and dlarles, of his subject, and
over the 35year span of the
book both the Me of Graham
Greene and the writing style
that Mr. Sherry demonstrates
as evolving kom it gabt vastly
in interest aud signl6cance.
This is not to denigrate the
whing of Mr. Sherry hlmselt
Indeed, there are times &en
it woukl have bee” preferable

Daily
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a” over-reuance on quotalive with and receive treattion. This is especiaily nuue of ment from a psychiatrist of
Greene’s epistolaty wooing of dubious qualification but enVivien Dayrell-Browning. traordinary insight, who at
which went on prolifically least guve hii patient the will
from March 1925 until their to rise above his introverted
marriage in October 1927. nature to face, and later deIIb
Not that Greene’s letters to erately to seek out, the harshVIvien are lacking in signhi- er realities of life: But his
cant and revealing passages, mental and emotional stress
but these lie embedded in the remained such that in his
tailings of the wtiter’s extrava- early Oxford days he took to
gant and sometimes abject playing solitary games of Rue
passion, which tntght have Sian roulette: not, he enbeen better conveyed with a plained, because he wished to
certain objectivity and with die, but because he needed
greater brevity. So enam- the exhilaration to dispel his
oured of Miss Bmwning was fits of unutterable boredom.
With great skill and tenaciGreene that he not only embarked for her sake on the ty Mr. Sherry traces roots put
conversion to Roman CatbolE down by these and later expe
cism that was to have such a rlences tbmugh the dark subprofound influence on his strata of Greene’s psyche
work, but when she confessed until they break surface and
to a morbid fear of sex he pm burgeon magniticendy in his
posed to submit himself to the later novels. Greene was, and
living hell of a celibate mar- apparently still is, a man of
riage. Because of the onesid- many dichotomies; and, as
edness of this quoted corre- novel& Waker Ailen is quotspondence. Vivien’s views and ed as saying, of “powerful idfeeliigs being deducible only iosyncrasy.” His greatness lay
through Greene’s responses, not merely in turning these
site comes acmss unjustly as characteristics to his literary
a frlgld, even a cruel woman. purpose, but in deliberately
It is only tier their matrIage exploiting them to intensify
(far from celibate) that she is and render more adventurous
revealed as a person capable the hfe out of which his work
of areat warmth. devotion. was to grow.
It is surely no atident that
ana‘;acritlce.
Mr. Sberrv Buds himself at the book becomes not&ably
the start c&fronted with a more iutense and gripping at
clutter of incidental informa- the point where, in 1933,
tion, which he apparentIy re- Greene gets his first hazy
solved to get out of the way as glimpse of the blighted liter
directly as possible, so that sry terrain and its tortured inonly slowly does a discernible habitants - that battleground
narrative Row emerge fmm of good and evil - that has
become known as Greenethis amorphousness.
Graham Greene’s child- land, and that would give us
hood, like many auother writ- Efriglttar Rock, ?7~ Axmr and
er’s, was not happy. His fami- the Glory, and subsequent
ly lived at Berkhamsted masterpieces.
School, of which his father
Thus in 1934 Greene perwas headmaster. This alone suaded his cousin Barbara,
was a liability to one of who had “just had a glass or
Greene’s nervous and reticent two of champagne” to join
him on a safari through the
in 1919 he b&&e a boarder unexplored Interior of Iiberla.
instead of living at home. Per- Both were totally unaware of
haps inevitably, he became the difficulty and danger of
the butt of a subtle bully, as a such an enterptise, but in face
result of whose persecutions, of appalling hardship and priand his parents’ failure to per- vation they saw it through.
ceive the depth of his unhap ~Sen;t~une away a changed
piness. Greene made several
clumsy attempts at suicide
a sense of sometbingvery old
and eventually had a nervous
very cruel, but with
bdmeihing dignified in its
breakdown. He was sent to
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dkt...andperhapsmore
worth preserving than the
+-igl? slick s_Peamlined civik.atlon whtch threatens

..

In 1938 Greene made,
alone. an equally arduous and
even more fruitful journey
thmugb Mexico, which his biographer many years later followed, as he had dogged the
steps of a9 Greene’s wanderingg Out of this Immediacy of
observation comes a faschtating view of the novelist’s a0
cretion of experience and an
equally fascinating insight
into the creative pmcess that
produced The Power and the
Glory. This alone makes the
book a must for any serious
student of fiction.
This biography has a sort of
crescendo quality which parallels the growing intensity of
Graham Greene’s living and
tbe increasing signbicauce of
his work. If at the outset one’s
response is lukewarm, one
lays the book down in a be
mused state of something like
awe, and with regret that voltune two is not hnmedfately to
hand. U
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BEFORE I read these two
books I was familiar with the
work of Susan Kerslake but
had never read anything by
Barry Dempster. Now Pm a
fan of both writers.
Kerslake’s unique touch in
dealing with the frailty ‘of
human existence and relationships, her subtle yet sure handling of fear, terror, love, and
guilt, have endeared her to a
growing number of readers.
In llou Are Here,” as in most
of the other stories in i3Iirpd
Dots, Kerbke tells us a little
less than we need to know.

Pm sure this is deliberate;
when I reflect back on sueb
stories I see that she’s right in
holding back certain facts.
When the young woman in
this story leaves a buildii
after looking at an apartment
there she sees herself in a
mirror in a shop window: “She
checked herself over, each
side, front and then back. A
peculiar whitish spot was in
the centre of the cloth. Oh
God. Christ Almighty. Spit”
We’re not told why she and
her husband are in this
strange, threadbare thy. But
we know how they and the citiaensfeel.
We’ve seen so much teIevision coverage of famine and
death in the Thhd World that
we’re almost hardened to
what goes on. A story like
Kerslake’s
‘Foreigner,”
telihtg as it does of a Canadito understand the peoTle
she’s’seming, sets what’s hap
petting before us v&b horrl&ing clarity. After readmg a
bronze memorial plaque that
tells in three languages of the
generals and the brave men
who had fought and died in
battle, “We thought she’d
gone to sleep standing up
again, she got so quiet . . .
Then she kicked dii on tire
words. . . ." Where does it
say about the women and &Idren?” she asks. “Where?”
Perhaps because most of
the stories in the Kerslake
collection are sombre I was
happy to get to “Margaret’s
Dreams.” Its tongue-iaeheek
account of Margaret’s’close
encounters with her New Age
sister-in-law, newly named
Tansy, gave me great pleasure and a few ideas.
Susan Kerslake’s language
Is the language of a poet 00
casionally she overdoes it,
with such pbmses as ‘the signature of her ear,” but most of
tbe time she’s tight on.
Lii Kersiake. Barry Demp
ster has a way with language
but he is generally more orthodox in style. The stories in
Writing Horns are much

longer than those in Blind
Data; they succeed equally
well. However, having had no
previous acquaintance with
Dempster’s work, I might well
have stopped reading after
tbe title story if1 had not been
asked to review the book.
Once into the second story I
realized that the first had
been mainly an introduction
to a series of tales about tbe
inhabitants of fictional Cliff
Park Road in Scarborough,
Ontario. As one story ends
and the next one begins the
viewpoint switches from
nelghbour to neighbour, emphasizing the vast gulf between a person% own self-concept and the way another
looks at hbn or her.
In “Beyond the TomatoPatch,” Marion Palmer, a kind
of anti-hem who has trouble
wltb alcohol and a number of
other thbrgs, is convluced that
all of his neighbours have
made more of tbelr lives than
he has:
In the economy of love Marlon
Palmer is so old green peony,
a clinking heart. . . . There
are no similarities behveen
himself and Peter Wallace, a
tall. handsome man who ruubties when he walks as if his
limbs are made of somethiog
organic. like leaves. To see
Peter wheeling Tammy down
the street is to catch a glimpse
of cblvaby.
But when Dempster takes
us on to Tammy Wallace,
Palmer’s next-door neighhour. we tind that chivalry is
the last thing on Tammy’s
mind. As she sits alone in the
wheelchair into which multiple sclerosis has forced her,
she is tired of being the
plucky hemine the world expects her to be. By the end of
the day she has bruised the
feelings of her teen-age
daughter and quarrelled with
her husband. In recent years
I’ve read a great deal about
tbe rights of tbe disabled but
I’ve come across very few
pieces of fiction from a disabled person’s point of view.
Although you might not enpcct to fmd it in such a story
there’s humour here, as there
is in most of the other stories.
but there’s also compassion
and, perhaps most important

of all, understaudiug
The other nelghbours are
also well served by Barry
Dempster. Da& Alnslie is lo
and out of the Queen Street
Mental Health Centre, Walt
Apple longs for a child and
has his longing misunderstood.Afteryearsoftryingto
paint in the traditional way, Jo
Wynters at last almost literally
sees the light. But even then
she must get all her house
work and related chores done
first: ‘Since painting is sup
posed to be a pleasure she ignores it” And so it goes.
The stories in lVtiti%gNomns
are vital and funny, realistic
snd sad. They are about ordiuary people who live on au ordinary street. But wasn’t it
Margaret Laurence who told
us that there are no ordllary
people? I’m sure Barry Demp
ster agrees with her. And so
does Susan Remlake. 0

aodz:&with them off into the

until her mother pointed out
that it was her father home on
The ad~utures of the chil- leave from the army. Yet it
dren varied wltb tbe compas- was the British evacuees who,
sion of the country people in spite of traoma and homewho had been paid a small sickness for many of them,
stipend by the Brhish govern- were tbe lucky ones - comment to take them in. Some pared to their European
were introduced to new-laid
l9aa L&y ncy Took tkr Chip
eggs and rich butter, and
there are mrmy wistful reml- &vu feels hastily put together
niscences of freshly baked in the wake of the success of
bread. Others were not so No Time to Wave Goodbye. It
well treated. One little girl may be cathartic for more of
was forbidden to sit with the tbe former evacuees to put
rest of the family at dinner. their experiences down on
Another was called a dirty plg paper, but it &es little for tbe
by her sponsor when she reader when their stories
began to menstruate. Rleven- have not been assembled in
year-old Sally Koklmsky was any way that moves the book
lucky enough to be billeted as a whole thematically or
with a rich family, complete dramatically. Many of the
wltb a chauffeur, a maid, aud same anecdotes are told by
a pampered daughter of their different people - trying to
own. They were astonished keep brothers and sisters t*
when they discovered that gether. feeling unwanted at
Sally washed her own clothes the countryside station while
every night ln the sink. By the other children are picked
end of several weeks they first Readingabout them over
were so impressed with her and over has an unintended,
self-sufficiency they decided, ironic effect: the evacuee is
with the insouciance of the again unwanted whose story
HyEarLmraWadeKoae
British gentry, that they is the seventh or eighth verTKEDAYTHEYTOOK
would like to keep her, some sion of one wicks has already
TKEfxILDHErd
thing like an exotic household told. Repetitiveness was a
tqBenwii!a
pet. The child was asked to minor complaint voiced by
at&ad Imu. 16oFag~.$ae.%
choose betwebn rich ftiod. uitics of No Time to Waor
do!h ttSBNZW.?3.?3ll
exoiic holidays. personal ser- Geodbyo. In a second book it
LAST VRAR Ben Wicks pub vants and her own mother, becomes a major $ult
.
llshed his first volume of rem- who had been invited to tea to
A tboughtil analysis of the
iniscences of British World discuss the barter and sat success or failure of the evacWar II child evacuees. No “dumbstruck like an alien uatlon would have been welTime to Way0v.e Goodby& Wkb a from another planet.” Sally come. The program, which
doreword by the actor Michael chose her mother. She recog- had been investigated as a
Caine, who was himself one of nized that the homesickness possibility during wartime ss
the evacuated children, the she was feeling was not being early as 1924. was the largest
book presented hundreds of a&r&z?; all by the wealth of its kind in British history.
the 9,000 reminiscences by
Of those children whose parModern-day parents who ents chose to de@ their govone-time British schoolchildren that wicks and hls ass& lose sleep worrying about the ernment and keep them at
tants collected from over a correct tone of their chil- home, 8.000 were killed by
year of research. They were dren’s preschools ‘or who in- German bombs. Some of the
interwoven with wicks’s narevacuees moved closer to
rative and account of his own pmper n&y are ilght years danger rather than away from
experience with four sponsor- away from these families who, it when the Allies retreated
ing families in the English with a wuve and a kiss, were northwsrds ln France towards
couutryside.
split asunder for months and the British southern coast Of
The Day l%oy Took tko CkiG years. One six-year-old re- the children who grew to
dmr is essentially volume two turned 6om a country village enjoy wild tlowers or farm sniof this collection, with more to find her mother &lug in mals or, if they were lucky, to
rirst-hand accounts by former the front parlour talklug to a love their foster families,
evacueesandevenlessnarra strange man. She ignored hi some still haus mixed memotive than No Time to Waos
ries of the experience. Most
Goodbye. Once again we folof the adults who had become
low the children from their
parents told Wicks they would
homes and classrooms down
never let their own children
to the train station, wave
be taken away undersimilar
circumstances. 0
goodbye to weeping mothers,
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destruction. A trip to Dinosaur Park seems plopped in
to justify the title of the book
Frsming bits at the beginning
‘aod end are the oniy “photos”
offered the reader.
Perhaps the strongest eleLmi has what §hem’ wants: a semse ofplace, ment
of the novel is the sub
one place, one home
plot bwolvtag Sherri and Lori
Swenson, the descendant of
an original homesteader In
By IL&la Gd@ld
the area. Lori has what Sherri
wants, a sense of place, ens
ONE OF THE birthday guests punctuation has been left out,
place, one home, no more
in Jo Elien Bogart’s latest pi@ tbe typesetting has a “cut-and- moving. But Lori and Sheni
ture-book, 10 for Dinner, paste* look, and there are get lost in a confusion of sub
(scholastic, 20 pages, $11.95)
spaciug problems. The disap- plots, most of them inadesurprises everyone with his pointing story and these viau- quately developed. A year
creativity, guaranteeing he’ll al elements detract from the passes and Sherri gets what
be tuvtted back Young Margo vibrant illustrations and ap- she’s always wanted - the
has invited 10 kiends to her pealing cover design by Jbina rbmiiy heads back to Calgary.
party. Bogart presents diier- Marton, whose tilted settings Too bad this “travelogue” left
em combmations of guests: 3 are alive with washes and out so much.
guests wore T-shirts and WXhUTS.
Mary Woodbury likewise
shorts, 1 guest wore a pink
A number of recent fiction plants l&year-old Jenny in a
lace dress” and so on. The titles for the young adult en- new home and leaves the
number of guests, and the ac plore the theme of disloca- reader to listen to her comt&m, changes with each illus- tion, of families moving from plaints. where in the World
trated page, challenging a one province or country to an- is Jenny Parker? (Gmundyoung reader to keep track of other. The obvious parallel wood. 141 pages, $6.95) is a
the nttmbers and solve the theme of adolescent angst televisiondrama script nothmystery of the euigmatie per- and maturation is blended btg more. It’s hard to imagine
sou in the Hallowe’en devil with a peek at Me “‘abroad,” in that any self-respecting locostume. The iibtstrations by some cases more successfully year-old could read this book
Carlos Freire are colourful than in others.
witbout laughing - and one
and humorous and match tbe
The opening line of Pmfrie has the Meling that the novel
test precisely. Children can Pictures by.Shirlee Smith was not intended as a comesee their own reactions mir- Matheson (McClelland & dy. While the need for a story
rored in the expressions of a Stmm 111 pages, $9.95) is a about terrorism is in itself
wonderful cat, especially portent. of the writing to fol- questionable, tbe depiction of
tvhen tbe odd gnest asks for low: “The town hung like a terrorists as people with
“a peanut butter sandwich necMace of costume jewellery whom a child could battie sue
with olives and sauerkraut.” from the shoulders of the cesstidly is downright unconHere’s a guest who dares to Trans-Canada highway.” Ugh. scionable. Newspapers and
be different yet doesn’t alien- Does a 12-year-old really newscasts are filled with the
ate. And when the party is tbktk like thii, or is thii story bombings, murders, and kidover. guess who stays to clean being told by tbe character, nappings: no youngster
up? Bravo!
Sherri Farquhar, as an adult should be led to believe a kid
The strong editing and de- years later? Confusion caused can be victorious because
sign of the Bogart picture- by this ambiguous narrative some terrorists are working
book is not matched in Patri- voice clouds the plot
’
the wrong way but for the
cia Quinlan’s latest effort,
Y o u n g Sherri’s father right reasons.
Kevin’s Rla,$ic Ring (Black moves the $mily three times
Jeuuy Parker is a very badMoss Press, 24 pages, $4.95). in a year because of hi pack- tempered character. Again,
Indeed, Black Moss, in pub ing-plant job. The latest move Dad’s job takes the family
lishing a book in this state, has brought them to Gardin, qvay, in this case, to Italy. tbe
has done the author a disser- Alberta a month before a new land of sunshine and rovice. First impressions do school year .and an angry mance. However, the plot is
matter, to the purchaser as Sherri must face ail those new as unwieldy as the title. and in
well as the reviewer, and it’s kids. Neighbours provide the end, the reader doesn’t re
hard to justify spendbtg even local colour here. and as tbe ally care very much about
$4.95 when. to begbt with. the cover says -tbnei are tough.” Jetmy’s adventures.
author’s name is misspelled prairie people are depicted as
Camel Bells (Groundon the cover. Diierent typpe lackbtg intelligence and social wood, 96 p&es, $8.95) is what
faces have been inserted graces. Good money made on tbe other two novels could
where corrections were made, the job only createagreed and have been. The author. Jsnne
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Carlsson. won tbe Intemationai Fiction Contest-Sweden and
the book was translated by
Angela Baruett-Lindberg.
This is a seoshive portmyal of
young people attempting to
come to grips with their new
reality, here tbe Soviet bwasion of Afghanistan. The sub
ject sounds weighty. even offputting, but the characters’
come alive on the pages.
Young Hajdar is by no means
a boy without faults. Like
Jemy and Sherri, Hajdar ts a
victim of circumstances: no
one asks if he’d Eke to take
hi mother and sister and flee
to Pakistan under the worst
conditions. His spirit and
strength are remarkable, yet
he retains tbe n&&d and curiosity of a younger child in
tbe big city. Life is changing
around Mm and he ts changing with it, not resisting at
every step.
Carlsson, unlike the other
fiction authors mentioned, do
picts Afghani daily life with
humour and attention to de
tail: occasionally he overextends this “‘document& el&
ment. Young readers will be
interested to learn that the
country people don’t wear
glasses even when they need
them, and will laugh at Hajdar’s reaction to city dogs
being kept inside houses with
the family. To his community,
dogs are unclean and should
be kept outside tbe dwelling
at all times. How strange tbe
city iii - and yet how wonderfully .entertaining and
dangerous.
Carlsson pmvkies his characters with appropriate
speech and reactions geared
to their ages. Dialogue is
swiftly paced; the plot is wellformed. A map of the places
mentioned and a brief historical note give just enough information. This is the story of
a boy and his nation and
Carlsson never loses sight of
that fact. Yes, “times are
tough,” but history and geography are only secondary in
Camel Balls. Hajdar’s tale is
that of a child-hero who can
find new strengths in himself
and yet still eqioy a dream
and a good laugh. 0
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By Joyce

PER that novels ln this lof all
people who are already published writers in
other fields. and at least three
of such complexity and
strangeness that they cry out
for much more space than I’m
able to give them.
Take Sandra Birdsell’s The
Missing Child (Lester &
Orpen Dennys. 320 pages,
S?&YS cloth). A novel by a
writer as skilled at the demanding form of the short
story as Bllell is au event A
query too. Can she manage
the larger form? Not to worry
in this case. Here is all Birdsell’s skill at fashioniug prose,
at homing in on detail, at carrying us further, and more
surprisingly, than seems to be
possible from what has been
presented on the page. Here
is spaciousness too. As well as
the central feure of Minnie
Pullman, who wanders about
in galoshes summer and winter, talking to someoue she
calls Jeremy, Birdsell has
given us the portrait of an entire community, Agassiz in
this case - Mennonites,
Metis, Mounties, a worna*
who mallows live frogs aa a
cm-e for -r. a boy gifted
wkb an instinctive knowledge
of the Bible. chapter and
verse, and other eccentrics of
various stripes. The commtmity seems threatened at the be
pinning and by the time
events have worked themselves out - murder and
other deaths, ominous mutter
ings from native people,
events many of which might
but one by

discovers when he returns
home after the death of his father, the ritual slaughterer)
has been bribed by the sexual
favours of Baruch’s sister
Palgale. The hook ends with
the community ln shambles in
every sense. Vincennes has
sent the pro&e from the abattoir to Switzerland, Faigele
has decided to go to Montreal
to live as a Jew in her own
way, and even the rehbe isn’t
what he seemed.
Marilyn Bowering has
brought to To All Appearances n Lady (Random
House, 325 pages, $22.95
cloth) (an unfortunately arch
and misleading title) the gift
for compression and the spare
sharpness of phrasing and bnagery that mark the style of
poets wheu they write prose.
Thiaisaghoststory-anaccount of the voyage of Robert
Lamb. an ocean pilot in late
middle age. up the coast of
B.C. in the converted troller
he’s just purchased, accompanied by the ghost of Lam Fan.
the Chinese woman who
brought him up after the
death of his white mother, her
adopted sister, soon after his
bh-th. He doesn’t know that
he’s in search of his past, the
circumstances of his birth,
the identltv of his father. until
the ghost,-a delightfully acerbic creation. makes it clear to
him that this is so. As he
copes with ‘real” storms and
navigational dllcultles (brllliantly deacrlbedJ, the truth
emerges - a tangled and
tragic tale involving the
opium trade and D’Arcy I=
land, an island off the B.C.
coast on which lepera used to
be dumped aud left to fend for
themselves. Having fulfilled
her purpose, the ghost dema
terlallma. Robert Is now ready
to respond to life as he has
never felt able to do before.
Or is he? Have certain portents, which Bowering has
chosen not to explain to us,
been the planting of a final
cruel irony? The novel ends
with this question.
Then there is Larry Zolf.
His Scorpions for Sale

pages, $26.95 cloth) can only

by courtesy be called a novel.
In a series of episodic chapters of scarcely disguised autobiography, each in itself a
sketch or even short story, it
recounts, not always chronologically, the progress of one
Daniel Shtarker from childhood in North \Vmnipeg to a
career in CBC television. Real
characters wander in and out,
sometimes permitted their actualnames-AAHeape(a
CCF I&P.). Malcolm Muggerldge - sometimes weightMar5hdl
ed down with pseudonyms Veronica Von Tren (Gerda
seem ludicrous if baldly reMunsinger). I quickly got
counted but have mythic
tired of trying to dig through
force here - it is doomed to
these disguises. The childdeshuction by flood. Or ia it?
hood sequences are the best
We’re *ever quite sure how
and liveliest in the book.
much we should accept, how
(North Wlmnlpeg never stales,
much is the result simply of
it seems, as a subject for ficthe rather curious workings
tion.) After the death of the
of Minnie’s mind. Only Minhero’s father Menachem I benie knows, as she drifts slow4
came weary of the ins and
downstream in the last pages,
outa of ‘ShtarkerV career aa
singlug to herself.
bad boy of television, comSharon Drache, also a short
plete with accounts of incistory vfriter, also, in Rltusl
dents we remember and othera that we had gratefully
Slaughter (Quatry Press, 135
pages, $11.95 paper): offers a
forgotten. This is a book for
study of a commumty. a SCZolf devotees, who may enjoy
tional Hasidic sect that she
these insider glimpses. As for
calls the Datachlavera. Led by
the section in which Zolfthe rebbe away from the
Shtarker tries to answer the
temptations of Montreal, the
crlliclam that he is a Jew-h&
sect has established itself in
ing Jew and the final coy @e
the Lawentiaoa on the estate
lated) appeal to us to buy the
of Richard Vincennes, a
book, and the value of In&dwealthy French Canadian who
ing either of these in a novel,
protects the group and manI leave thla for the devotees to
ages the abattoir by which it
discover.
lives. The situation isn’t parAnd what is there to say
ticularly credible, nor are
about Pat Dobie’s Pawn to
manyoftheeveutaastheyunQueen Bulp Ress, 99 pages.
fold (of little importance per$6.95 paper), winner of the
haps, now that consistency, or
11th International Three-Day
even reasonable inconsisten
Novel Contest? That it% a who
cy. of charaeterlzation is no
dunit set in Vancouver and
longer a requirement of fle
Tomnto, the detective a toughtionl. Still the book holds the
talklng leablan private eye, the
interest, especially in the
victim an employee of an ea
many fascbraiing pages devottort aervlce. That Doble cleared to the religious rituals of.
4 knows ma about detect&
the sect, including those constories of the hard-boiled
nected with the ritual baths
school than about the a&al
women are required to take
practicalitlea of police proce
after menstruation The comdure. That events move swiftly
munity is fatally flawed. Vinif a shade too conveniently and
cennes, we discover (or
there are no loose iucklenta or
rather Baruch, a renegade
edges. What is the old saw
Datschlaver turned painter, (Stoddart (General), 212 about dogs dancbrg? 0
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books he understands partly be.
cause they reflect the myth of
I APPRECIATR Cay Fagan’s in- the alienated individual that
terdisciplinary flair in calling Pagan has eume looking for.
Colin Morton
my 77ls $feenbook: Kuti SchwitOltaw
ten Poems ‘h little stsge magic”
(April. 1989). But in implying
that The Manbook represents a
lonely child’s nostalgia for the
CHARIJZ3 BRUCE
futurists, Fagan has misread
both my work and the mod- JON PEIRCE’s review of Anernist myth itself.
drew Wainwright’s hook on
First, Kurt Schwitters most Charles Bruce (May) is maliemphatically did not “turn away cious and cowdly.
from the art of the past.”
Surely among the prime matBather. he expanded its range ters tu he aitended tu in as ob
by the use of new materials: jective review are discusiing
creating. for example. a sound what tbe author means tu do.
poem as long as. and in the saying what the author has
form of, a sunata. That the “anti- done, and judging how intenart” faction of modernists tion and creation match. Peii
ridiculed Schwitters for such spends ail his review describing
accommodation of old and new the book he wanted to read,
is merely one demonstration of rather than Waiuwright’s book.
the fact that the “avant-garde” Peirce ignores Wainwright’s
was never s unanimous, eye* subtitle, *A Literary Biogrsforward. military fommtion. The phy,” and insists that Wainneed of critics like Fagan to see wright should have written a biit as such is in part responsible ography. Ironically. had
fur Schwitters’s comparative ob- Watiwight done so, and omitscurity, and Tlze Manbook is ted or shortened the analysis of
meanr among other ulings, to manuscripts which I (inconceivupset that myth.
ably, according to Pehre) find
Second. Fagan misreads my both deeply interesting and
own literary milieu as that of an moving evidence of Bruce’s
isolated. disillusioned fantasist. cowage. patience, and creative
On the contrary, I built Tke loyalties, he would have collsb
hfenbook as a framework on orated in that neglect of Bruce
which to hang the diverse as a witer which the book hiforms of witten, visual. sound, turec!j&
and performance work I was alkeaic* also. given his cumready creating, especially in my plaint that Wainwrighr has mis
exchanges wtb the composer managed the biographical part
Andrew McClure, Susan Mc of his study, Peirce betrays a
Master, a poet, the artist Claude malice towards Bruce at several
Dupuit, and others in the cul- points. To say, for example, that
laborswe group Fiit Draft As Bruce’s ‘conkibutions to Canc
the first audience for my dian journalism may well have
Schwitters poems. they encuur- been as great as his conhibuaged me. at our regular cafe tions to Canadian poetry and
meetings, (0 create more and tu ticdon” is tu set up a pseudo
include in the series all the mathematical equivalence
kinds of work I do.
which, if it means anything
other than Peixe’s lack of clari. This group
involveF$
~has
. .~.
since expanded thmugh iiuther ty as a writer, proposes that
collaborations, for example. Bruce’s fjction and poeby canwith the tibnmaker Ed Acker- not be judged as literature.
man in the typewriter animation
Peirce’s review is cowardly
Fiin~iti Too Tea, and with Me because it pretends that the reClure and the director-dra- viewer cares about Bruce’s
maturge Jennifer Buyes in the work and reputation. In fact if
stage show Tks Cabbage of read carefully, the review rePan&e. Both these works dia veals itself as a sustained atpense with documentary and bi- tempt to make Bruce look inography to further explore the consequential, muddied and
diverse obsessions on which art evasive. Peirce has picked the
is raised. This is what Gary easiest target of all: the dead. I
Pagan asks for. and I’m pleased think he has even managed to
to see he has found it in the miss that. As for Wainwright
books hy Don Coles and D. G. and his editor, Elizabeth Eves,
Jones. I can’t help wondering, their names and work I knew
though, whether those are the before reading Peirce’s review.
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- anovel JOAN CRATE

“A major change in our literary horizon.”
-Robwt Kmetsch
$12.95 paperback ISBNO-920897-60-o

Nunatak Fiction Series
NeWest Press, Edmonton
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BROTHERS IN ARMS
Jonian Wheeler
Three compelliy short stories. “Red Waves,” “Hearse i
;now’ and “Bxposure.,” make up this new release. Al
hree deal with tbe relationships between long-estxango
dative brothers who must overccane feelings of resent
“ent and suspicion to once again estilish family bond
md lean hard truths.
SBN: o-921827-07-5; 4 1/2x7. UlOpp. Sept.‘89, $6.95
Pemmican PubScations: 412 McGregor St.,
Winnipeg, Man. U2 W 4X5
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It has done “othiw to change
my opiaio” of them. Pekce, on
the other hand. was unknown to
me. Between the beginning and
the end of his reviex:, I changed
my opinion of his talents and
tirpossibilitlesco”sldembIy.

should consider himself lgnorant of that person’s understanding. Mr. Wainwighr has
no understanding whatever of
~degreeoflgooraeonany
IN HIS rev& of World Enorrgk subject and certabdy has shown
md Time: Chwles Bruce. A himself lgnorant of my underLitrmty Biomfihy lMay 1989). standing in the case of his
Jon Peirce is lie Anee Gordon hook.
Mr. Peter Sarigo& ditie is
in Bruce’s T/u Channel Shore
- contemptuous of what he as far off base as a”ythii I’ve
does not comprehend, with no readioIDyearsofbookrevIe”‘sense ot all of how he reveals ing. and I feel compelled to
draw attention to hls mlsrepa
himself when auacki”g 0the.m
Andrew “ai”= sentation - I had almost said.
deliberate falsification - of my
aUltudetow&CharIesBtuce.I
must confess that his logic hoe
)xr P&c0 repliesr
I believe it was Coleridge who eluded me altogether. As best I
said that until one understands can determine, he appears to
another person’s ignorance, he believe that any attack o” a

IF MADAME Benolt had rev&e” Oscar Wilde, the rest&
mighht have been Lady Windwmsre’s Plan, whilst W. 0.
Mitchell could well transmute Henry James into Daisy
Millcr~ Cmk. Competitors are invited to Canadianiee other
clossin of world literature in shnllar s@le. The prize is $25,
and enbies should be sent to CanWit no. 139, L?D& ir, Cwa
da. 366 Adelaide St E., Ste. 432. Toronto, Ontario MU 3x9.
DeadIlne for entries is October 22.
RBSULXS OF CANVRT NO. 139
The invitation to make allcal changes to Canadian literature
by single-letter alterations of well-known titles produced a
torrent of entries, including one from West Germany.
Favomite novelties were The Stoned A&, ~WIO Has Seen
fire ll’iw?, and Co&we, on almost everyone’s list I draw
no conclusions as to whaf this may say about our readers’
proclivities! By way of reproach. some titles made “o se”=.
xlme competitors ignored the rules, and a few handwritten
ones were illegible. Not an easy decision, but on balance
Helen Tenth of London, Ontario. put the most lo and so gets
the most out with a priz-wbminp enby that included:
A/w,z~ Tip Ws Healer

book about any given author
constitutes an attack on the author himself
For the record, I take pleasure in retaining Bruce’s The
Ckannd Skom in my personal

library. It is beyond me how
Mr. Sa”ger ca” think I was attempting to malign the dead.
Perhaps he resented my savage
attack on Bruce’s “clear, grace$1 prose swle” or perhaps he
simply could not stomach my
description of The Channel
Shore OS a book of unquestioned merit and among the
best regional novels ever produced in Canada. Now. it “my
be that this is the kind of Iengwge Mr. Sager uses when
he wishes to attxk a book or an
author. But to me such words
suggest praise. The “attack”
Mr. Sager sees me as having
made on Bruce is pore fiction
-u”lllhlsattacko”me

On the question of Bruce’s
conklbution to jomnalimn, I am
at a loss to explain how even as
loose an interpreter as Mr.
Sanger fould co”strue my remarks as a criricism. If anything, Bruce’s journalistic
achievements should add to his
NQutali0”.

The next time Mr. Sanger
has the urge to write a letter
like the one he has witten in
“reply” to my review. I hope
he’U count to ten and the” reconsider and write a poem instead. Both poehy and aiticlsm
would be far belter served.

THE FOLLOWING Canadian
books have bee” received by
Books in Canada in recent
weeks. Inclusion in this list
does not preclude a review or
“o&x l” a ftlture issue:

Arraals ofthe Pa?M
CajZs i” the Dewi
l71e Hmdmai~ Talc
Dome Cafne

ll’iJ% h$ve Ma”
Honourable Mentiona

Westndnster
nrsy Shall I&wit tks Dearth - J. Rouse, Toronto
S”$Rwi”g- Ed Ha& Yellowk”ife
Hrp~ Sptiu5 Btwxuf - Mary Benham, Winnipeg
11fi Lowly Enema -Brian Busby & frieude, Montreal

Gabe had written out the clrde of dominant eeventb chords for him
and how he could play them through slowly from menwry. . . .
For the 6rst time he was beginning to hear that there really was a
diimnce in the texture of sound behvee” the sharp and flat keys.
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Khen properly filled in, the letters in the box fom~ a quotation from a Caoadii book. Fiid the lelters by solving the clues below
md vniting tbe aowen io tbe numbered spaces provided. Then transfer tbe letters from tbe spaces to the appropriate squares in
he bos.Tbe 6rst letters of each answered clue form the name of the author and the title of the book. ~lution next month.)

F. Directional antenna
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R. MP’s Srst Commons
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magazine comes to you nine times a year. Each issue is crammed
with book reviews, author profiles, interviews, columns, and
interesting features on the world of books in Canada.
Subscribe now and SAVE %§% on the newsstand price.
A year’s subscription to Books in Canada costs $15.00 and
guarantees that each and every issue will be delivered to your door.
Fill in the couuon below. send it to us and we’ll rush the next
i’ssue of Books it1 Canada to you.
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Start my subscription to Booksirr
Canada immediately.

Start my subscription toBooksin
Canada immediately.
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Guy Vanderkaeghe
The award-winning author
of Man Descending and
My Present Age secures his
reputation as one of the
finest fiction writers in the
English-speaking world in
this deeply felt, often antic
novel about the ultimate
power of family bonds to
destroy and to heal.
October 0 524.95 cloth

DANCE
ON THE EAm-l

THE WEART

Margaret Laurence

Michel Tremblay

Margaret Laurence’s memoir, completed just before
her death, gives the reader
personal insights into the
extraordinary human being
who became Canada’s most
beloved writer. Included is
a selection of writings and
photographs, many of
which have never before
been published.

Translated by Sheila Fischman

LAID BARE

A touching, acutely
observed story set in
Montreal, The Heart Laid
Bare underscores the basic
needs in the hearts of all
people, and looks at the
rigours of family life from
a fresh and topical perspective: the mature homosexual community in the
generation of AIDS.

October 0 $26.95 cloth
September 0 $26.95 cloth
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